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801 Super looking standard gauge reproductions including two dump cars and a tank car with no wear at all but no boxes, C8-9.

802 Includes 254 and 254E electric locomotives, two 710 Pullman and one 712 observation cars.  All have a buildup of dust 
and will need cleaned and should come out looking very nice.  There are some small dents and window trims may need
some fixing up, also have some minor touch ups, C5-6.  The 254E has a replacement frame and has been completely
repainted.

803 Very early version Ives prewar O livestock transportation car with a hard to find striped roof and distinctively different
sides and frame from the later versions.  It does have some litho wear on the roof and a little on the sides as well as a
missing brake wheel and a missing tab from one coupler.  One door is loose and will need to be put in place but it is here.
Overall C5.

804 All three are missing parts and will need some work.  There is paint wear on all three as well as a few dents on the green 
254E.  Sold as-is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

805 All original blue streak passenger set with a nice locomotive that doesn’t have any metal fatigue but is missing a small
linkage part for the drive rods.  The cars have scratches and the vestibules are very scratched up but complete.  The 617 has
one 617 and one 618 number plate and the 618 has windows out of place, C5-6.

806 Nice looking locomotive with replaced wheels and body mounting screws, nice original paint and parts otherwise, C6.

807 Repainted Pocohontas passenger set with many replacement parts includes 4340 Club, 4341 Pullman, 4342 and 4343
observation cars.

808 Set has nice locomotive with replacement wheels, all original 310 railway mail car and original sides with repainted roofs
on the 309 Pullman and 312 observation cars. C5-6 with some scratches and minor dings here and there.

809 Super nice and clean car with fantastic lettering on both sides, C7-8.

810 Very nice and clean car with knuckle couplers, super lettering on both sides, C7-8.  Original box is missing an end flap and
has tape repairs on both ends.

811 Very nice and clean car with link couplers, has great lettering and window outlines on both sides, C7.

812 All original 418 and 419 parlor cars and 490 observation car with all original parts and paint.  The paint is flaking on the
roofs of the two parlor cars, the windows could me loose or missing on all three cars and there are two missing couplers, 
C5.

813 Locomotive has some broken parts as well as some replacement parts and scratches on the paint.  Sold as-is as seen in the
pictures with no returns.

814 Fantastic restoration done on this great looking tender.  The lettering is not heat stamped, rather rubber stamped.  Super
condition with all original parts. 

815 Includes electric locomotive, unnumbered tender, four 357 coaches, one 458 observation and one 353 tank car.  All have
paint wear and most have minor rust on the couplers, C5-6.

816 Includes powered and dummy 2033 AA units, powered has battery damage and missing door to compartment, all cars have
scratches and possibly small chips.  Sold as-is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

817 Super looking MTH Lionel Lines reproduction passenger set with little to no wear but no original boxes, C8-9.

818 Nice looking, all original, 4-8-4 steamer with correct Union Pacific tender.  Small ding on left front of locomotive frame
and minor paint loss here and there, needs a good cleaning, C6 plus.

819 Three gauge 1 cars including a N.Y. C. & H. R. caboose with a missing set of wheels and some dents on the roof, I. & G N.
gondola with rust inside and out but nice lithos and a 165 P.Y. &A.R.R. gondola in very nice shape with some minor rust.
Overall C5-6.
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820 Great looking passenger set with very little wear and great lettering.  Includes 960 Columbus, 961 Jefferson and 963
Washington cars with three correct original boxes numbered 24775 and 24975.  The third box is missing the end flap that
was marked.  Two are missing all flaps from one end and the 24775 is missing and inner flap and end flap from one end,
overall C7 with a missing roof rail from the 963.

821 Nice looking flat car with slightly damaged truck frame but a nice rocket sled with original man in envelope and nice
lettering on both sides of the flat, C6. 

822 Five prewar freight cars with paint wear, minor dents, possible restoration or parts.  They do look nice and will display
well.  Sold as-is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

823 Nice looking tender likely from the late 1920’s or early 30’s.  The side frame is loose on one side and will need to be
reattached and the coal pile is out of place due to a part having come loose.  The paint appears to be all original but the gold
trim may have been done later.  The tender is 12 inches long and the coupling pin is included.  Overall C5.

824 Includes two 319 Pullman, 320 railway mail and 322 observation cars.  All original with paint wear and scratches and
possibility of dents and dings, overall C5-6.

825 Includes 4643 electric locomotive with wheels that are succumbing to metal fatigue and has some paint issues and missing
parts.  The five passenger cars have paint wear and missing parts but make a nice group.  Sold as-is as seen in the pictures
with no returns. 

826 Includes 412 California, 413 Colorado, 414 Illinois and 416 New York.  The cars sides have all been restored as well as the
bottoms except the bolster on three of the four cars and the tanks on all four cars.  The roofs are all original and the parts
are almost all original with the exception of some steps.  Sides look C7-8 while the roofs look C6. 

827 Set includes four factory wrapped cars in original boxes with original shipping box.  cars are 246 dining, 247 club, 248
Pullman and 249 observation, C9-10.

828 Set includes 60985  locomotive with British railways tender and two 9798 passenger cars.  The locomotive has metal
wheels while the three other cars have plastic wheels.  There is litho wear and tarnish but they still look fairly nice.
Includes six curve sections, numerous rail connecting plates and two wind up keys.  Box has complete insert and lid with
some water stains, C6.

829 Great looking set in original box, made in Spain, with one locomotive and three passenger cars.  Comes with six sections of
curve track an a very nice original box with insert, no key included, C7.

830 Nice looking locomotive but suffering from metal fatigue on the wheels and also has two missing wheels.  Very nice
restoration although the parts previously mentioned will need to be replaced.  It doesn’t appear to be missing any parts but
there may be internal components or parts missing.  Body looks C7 but need wheels replaced.

831 Great lot including four different variations of the 4017 wide gauge gondola.  Includes two “six million happy owners”
plates but they have different colored shields and two “eight million happy owners” but one has two “eight million” plates
per side while the other one has the “eight million” in the middle with a “Commander” plate to the far right and yet two
completely different outside plates on the opposite side.  All have paint wear and scratches and appear to be all original,
C6.

832 Virtually all original locomotive with some rewiring that happened a long time ago.  Loco has paint rubs and scratches and
the frame has paint flaking off.  The brass looks nice but it could use a good cleaning overall, C5-6.

833 Super nice set of four red passenger cars in red with four original boxes.  Includes 951 Railway Express Agency, 952 Pikes
Peak, 953 Niagara Falls and 954 Grand Canyon.  The cars have very little wear but have white mold release agent showing
on the trucks and couplers.  The original boxes for the 951, 953 and 954 are complete but the 952 box is missing all flaps
from the end that would have had a stamp on it.  Cars are all very nice, C6-8 while the boxes are C6-7 with the one box
being C5 or worse with missing flaps.
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834 Includes 494 New haven diesel, 648 track cleaning car and 931 Texas and Pacific  gondola.  All cars have paint wear and 
scratches and they will need some cleaning as well, C5-6.  The lone original box has very faded stamp but should be for the
track cleaning car.  It has tape repairs but no missing flaps.

835 Four neat Jep passenger cars in need of restoration or repainting.  Includes three postes et telegraphes cars and one SNCF 
passenger car.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures.

836 Tunnelis 15” long and the portal is 8 3/4” tall with the total height being 13 3/4”.  There is some damage including a 
cracked wood portal and some surfacewear on the paper mache parts.  marked inside with a nice red stamp.

837 Group includes No. 2 turntable, A869 M level crossing (60 degree crossover), No. 2 single arm signal, No 22 plastic station
with some broken and some missing parts (Gare Demontable) and unnumbered complementary set with building that is
also missing parts, plastic passenger platform missing all but 2 parts (Quai A Voyageurs) and lastly a No. 20 fiberboard
station that is complete but will need a small amount of repair.  This is a general condition lot meaning that everything in
the lot is between C5-7 with some being higher and some being lower.  There are no returns on general condition lots.

838 Nice looking all original stand, almost always missing and this one is in nice shape with some scratches and paint wear but 
all here, C6.

839 Nice stand with all original parts and very nice paint but there is a large touch up in the middle that doesn’t perfectly match 
the original paint. C6 plus. 

840 Nice looking log car with original logs and controller, brick OB and insert.  It will need cleaned up but is currently C6.  918
mail pickup car is gorgeous and appears to have been barely run or handled.  Includes nice box with insert, original
controller and two mail bags, C8-9.  HO-252 block signal has been used but is complete with three track trips and original 
controller along with an unopened packet with wood screws and washers, C6.

841 Includes 2 go carts, 4 cars, railway highway crossing and many track pieces.  Includes two original boxes for racing parts 
or set and one original box for a chemistry set, overall C6-7.

842 Includes four Hornby O gauge crossings, Fandor crossing gate with shack,three Glen Ellyn passenger waiting stations, two
European tin buildings and four unidentified made in USA buildings.  These are all in differing conditions between C5 and 
C7.

843 Includes 810 and 2818 derrick crane cars, 814R refrigerator car, 811 flat with wood load, two 2755 Sunoco tank cars,
x2758 Pennsylvania automobile car and an 817 caboose.  This is a general condition lot meaning that everything in the lot
is between C5-6 with some being higher and some being lower.  There are no returns on general condition lots.

844 Super nice set with a red Commodore Vanderbilt style locomotive, New York Central tender, two 246 Montclair and one
245 Bogota passenger cars.  The locomotive works nicely and the set includes eight curve and two straight track sections.
The box has all original inserts with minimal inner damage and an original instruction sheet but there are tape repairs on
the box lid, C6-7.

845 Includes three 2810 derrick crane cars, two 820 searchlight cars, two 814R ventilated refrigerator cars, 816 hopper, 2815
Sunoco tank car, 3814 operating merchandise car and a partially restored 812 gondola with missing plates on both sides.
This is a general condition lot meaning that everything in the lot is between C5-6 with some being higher and some being
lower.  There are no returns on general condition lots.

846 Car is in super condition with run time and a small ding in one of the silhouette strips.  There is also orange spray paint on
the underside of the frame but is does not affect the appearance while displayed.  Original box was opened from the bottom
but has water stains and writing on one end, C7.

847 Set is in great shape except for rust on one side of locomotive C4-5, the cars have no damage to them but have minor wear.
Includes track, transformer and track clip as well as a slightly worn and torn box insert.  The box lid is missing pieces and
has split corners, C6 trains unless otherwise noted. 
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848 Very nice looking locomotive and tender set, both die cast and free of damage or missing parts.  The passenger cars are
clean but do have a few small scratches here and there but have nice windows with colorful figures inside.  Includes several 
curved and straight track sections as well as a transformer. Original box has some inserts and the lid has tape repairs.

849 Nice original Kingston Products Corporation of Kokomo, Indiana Red Arrow racer in original box with twelve “track”
fence sections.  The river is loose and missing some paint but most of the parts are in very nice shape.  The car has some
paint missing and flaking from the wheels but overall not a bad looking car.  The original box is complete and in great
shape and comes with a very clean original parts catalog and original instruction sheet, C6-7. 

850 Group includes Pennsylvania Railroad friction truck, Yellow Cab friction car in original package, Nomura Space Cruiser
with motor in box, Yonezawa Rolls Royce, Masudaya MG racer, unknown Japan convertible (rough with parts and paint
loss), unknown antique style car with damage and six Bandai cars to include:  Fire Chief Mercury station wagon, two
Citroen DS19s, two Mercedes Benz 219s and an Imperial sedan.  Overall C6-8.

851 Neat locomotive toy made of tin litho and plastic, has damage to the pilot and slightly bent rear axle but very clean battery 
box and a nice original box with a pop out display front that is taped in, C6. 

852 Set includes 5151 electric locomotive and 5151 NYC tender that is missing its wheels, also included are two Merchants
Dispatch cars, two 9712 Comfort Coal Co. Erie hoppers and a 557 NYC caboose, transformer, eleven sections of curve and
one section of straight track.  The original box is rough with tape repairs, C6.

853 Set includes 1950 locomotive and tender, 3905 boxcar, orange hopper and caboose.  Also included are the control tower
with damage but nice structure and lithos as well as the original transformer.  Four original inner boxes are included but all
have at least a small amount of tape on the,  Three of the five cars are very nice and two are bordering on C9 which are the 
hopper and the caboose, the third car that is around C7-8 is the tender.  The locomotive and box car are C6.

854 Includes a Hafner set with locomotive, tender gondola and caboose in original box with track but no key for the loco.  marx
sets are incomplete but have some nice cars including a 400 plastic steam locomotive, New York Central tenders and a
REA US Mail car #5017, gondolas, hoppers and cabooses as seen in the pictures.  Includes cars with plastic knuckle 
couplers / metal wheels and cars with slot and tab couplers / plastic wheels.  some have rust but most are nice.  This is a
general condition lot meaning that everything in the lot is between C6-7 with some being higher and some being lower.
There are no returns on general condition lots.

855 Includes 1987 through 1993 trucks, all mint in box with any paperwork, never displayed.

856 Includes 1988-1990 and two 1993, all mint in box with any paperwork, never displayed.

857 Includes 1988-89, 1991-1993, all mint in box with any paperwork, never displayed.

858 Includes three 1982, 1986, 1987, 1975 and 1976, all mint in box with any paperwork, never displayed.

859 Includes two 1982, 1983, 1975, 1976 and 1978, all mint in box with any paperwork, never displayed.

860 Neat old toy in fantastic shape with both automobiles and both cable cars and in working condition although it could stand
to be serviced, C8-9.  The original box has wear and is chipping in places and has some tears but seems to be holding
together and has great graphics.  made in Western Germany.

861 Super nice 10 5/8” long boat in original box, runs off of one C or D cell battery, it has not been tested for operation.  The
boat is in fantastic shape but may be missing a flag from the front end.  It is equipped with an inboard motor that looks very
clean.  The original box is all here but there is a tear in the lid to the left of the boat.  Maker unknown but marked with and
anchor dividing the letters SM, C7 overall.

862 Very hard to find toy in an even harder to find box.  the monorail is very nice with a clean battery box.  Missing a few
pieces of rail and one upright.  Includes 8 bases, 7 towers and 4 curved sections.  Box has three split corners and a tear
halfway down on seam of the box lid.  Includes original insert, overall C7.
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863 Includes a nice Cragstan freight set that appears to be unused in original box with all cars, track and original box with
insert, C7-8.  Also includes Brimtoy Coronation class passenger train in original box with track and inserts, C8-9.

864 Includes a super clean set that has little wear at all and includes a plastic steam locomotive and two tin passenger cars along
with twelve sections of curve and two sections of straight track.  The locomotive operates on three AA batteries but has not
been tested.  The original box has some surface damage from bugs but is pretty nice otherwise and may be able to be
cleaned up, C7-8.

865 Literally brand new in box, never assembled with original instruction sheet.  A few of the walls look faded but I believe
they just came that way.  the roof is the common green and everything appears to be her and with no damage.  the parts
bags are very fragile and are frayed and falling apart to the touch, C8-9.

866 Virtually mint set that has never been put together and includes a crisp but browned instruction sheet with minor chipping. 
parts bags are stapled shut, C8-9.

867 Stunning set with mint parts that have never been loosed, mint instruction sheet and mint inspection voucher and patent
sheet.  The box lid is very nice with no split corners, the box bottom has some cellophane stuck to it, C9 plus.

868 Includes Dinky, Corgi, Norev, Tootsietoy, Manoil, Siku and Ralstoy items.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an
item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned. 

869 Chein 275 roller coaster, mint in original box.  This toy has never been played with but has a few small manufacturing 
scratches.  Includes a gorgeous original box with all three cardboard inserts and two coaster cars that are still held in one
insert.  Original box is very sturdy and square with no writing or damage, C9-10. 

870 Gorgeous mint set in original box with insert.  Includes 147 Kamloops, 149 Jasper, 151 Moose Jaw and 153 Field, C9-10.
Box is marked Suburban Metal Craft.

871 twelve Plasticville churches in an original master carton from Madison Hardware.  Opened one box and the stained glass
was disintegrated but everything is here and never assembled.  Boxes are all C9.

872 Two stations, one very clean and the other in need of a good cleaning.  Surface dust accumulation has made it very dull but
it will clean off as a few areas were tested, C6-7.

873 Very old piece with several of the center rail pieces missing and table is slightly warped so that it will not operate.  It
appears to have all original paint and may be able to be fixed.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures.

874 Older reproduction with a McCoy motor in great shape.  has some dust but should clean to C8.

875 Great looking electric locomotive with some dust and a few paint chips but should clean to C7.

876 Locomotive has been re-wheeled but appears to be mostly all original otherwise with a few modern parts but nothing
major.  It does have some paint chips and dust, C6.

877 Loco has been re-wheeled but is all original otherwise with spotting on the roof and some small chips or scratches on the
frame.  There is some dust buildup but should clean to C6 plus.

878 Cars appear to have all original parts but the roofs have all been restored as well as the sides.  It was done well but
obviously not original, yet still a very nice set to run or display.

879 All original with paint chips and scratches on the roofs of of the passenger cars and missing most of the hand rails or grab
irons next to the doors.  The locomotive and tender set are in very nice shape and all original, C6 to C6 plus.

880 Fantastic looking set but needs a little cleaning from handling.  They don’t appear to have ever been run, C7-8.
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881 Includes 11 bungalows and another missing its roof.  These are numbered 184-1 or 184A-1 underneath.  These all have
wear and we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-6 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

882 Very nice all original passenger car made between 1900 and 1915 that is very clean but has one loose roof weld causing the 
side to warp a bit, C6 plus.

883 very nice set with sealed animals in two packets and small parts in another packet.  Includes original instruction sheets and 
an unused window glass decal sheet.  The original box has some discoloration on the front as seen in the pictures.  Parts
C9, box C6-7 with stains.

884 Super nice locomotive with only a few small scratches or rubs on the sides but perfect lettering on both sides and no 
damage at all to the shell, appears C8 plus but has pickup roller issues underneath that will need to be fixed.

885 Nice looking B unit with a few roof rubs and a couple small scratches on the belly but very nice and clean with perfect
lettering on both sides and has correct black trucks to go along with filled in portholes, C7.  Original box is nice and square
with no missing flaps but has a home made insert.

886 Beautiful caboose with few signs of wear but has a little bit of run time.  Super clean with great lettering on both sides, C7
-8.

887 Beautiful car with no rubs or scratches at all but it has been run a little, C7-8.  The original box has perf intact with tab and 
one missing flap from one end as well as tape repairs on the end with missing flap.

888 Switcher is all original but has some small scratches on the cab roof and elsewhere, could use a good cleaning.  hand rails
are bent a little but there don’t appear to be any missing parts, C6.  Original box includes insert and there are no missing
flaps but it does have tape repair on one end.

889 Very nice locomotive with little run time and a gorgeous shell.  Frame is super clean as well with no paint wear at all, C8.
Includes original wrap and original box for a solid stripe variation that has some old masking tape on it as well as some
writing on one side.

890 Beautiful car with some signs of handling but no play wear at all on the trucks or shell, C9-10.  The box has small creases
on one end and some writing on the opposite end flap but no missing flaps or tape repairs. 

891 Beautiful geep with little run time and just a few paint rubs on one side of the frames hand rails, shell is gorgeous with no
signs of handling and perfect lettering on both sides, C8 plus.  Original box has no insert but one end is still sealed and it
has two perfect stamps on the ends.  The open end has some very old tape on it that would come off.

892 Early flat car with bar end trucks mounted on plates underneath.  Includes two mint premium autos in original cardboard
sleeve, one red and one blue, C7.

893 Box is an absolute brick with no missing flaps, tape repairs or writing.  there is a small crease on the side near one end but 
nothing major.  Includes a crisp insert and original Lionel wrap, C8 plus.

894 Nice looking steam locomotive and tender with some paint rubs and minor scratches.  Locomotive still has label under cab
roof and neither piece has any broken or missing parts with moderate run time, C6 plus.  Original boxes are in nice shape
but the locomotive box was opened from both ends, is missing its insert and has newer tape on one end, tender box is a
brick.

895 Very nice looking locomotive with a very clean shell that has perfect lettering on both sides and just one paint chip on one
side of the frame with no screw cracks, C7.  original box still has the perforated window although it is almost completely
loose.  there are no missing flaps but one tape repair on the side where a large gouge occurred and part of the side is
missing.

896 Very nice car with ribbed channels and hex nuts holding on both name plates on each side, car is still very clean with
moderate run time and some paint rubs on the ends.  Original box is a brick with insert and worn original wrap.
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897 Very nice car with ribbed channels and hex nuts holding on both name plates on each side, car is still very clean with
moderate run time and some minor paint rubs on the ends.  Original box is a brick, although there are two small tape
repairs, and includes original insert and worn original wrap.

898 Very nice looking diesel locomotive with some paint wear on the pilot but the side frames and shell are nice with perfect
lettering and decals on both sides but do have some small scratches here and there.  Portholes appear to be original and
have yellowed and the battery box is very clean with no damage.  The trucks do show moderate run time as well, C6 plus.
The original box is nice and square and one end is still sealed.

899 Gorgeous unrun car with perfect lettering on both sides and just a few rubs from car wheels on the top.  Autos are red and
yellow with gray bumpers, C9.  The original box is missing the perforated window but has all end flaps and still displays
well.

900 Three nice cabooses including unrun Lionel lines and Boston and Maine cabooses with minor rubs from handling.  The 
USMC caboose has minor run time but has a beautiful shell, overall C7.  All three have original boxes but they all have
wear and the USMC caboose does not have its correct OB.

901 Very nice car with few signs of handling and very low run time but a small melt mark on the roof next to wire connection.
Includes transformer pole and searchlight in nice shape, C7.  Original box has some creases and a missing coupler
protection flap but is still fairly square and sturdy.

902 Includes 3424-100 low bridge set with a broken pole and rusted clips, 927 lubrication kit with a missing wooden pick and
no track cleaner, complete and undamaged 150 telegraph pole set and an empty 951 farm set box, overall C5-7.

903 Very nice picture box found in only one uncatalogued set.  No missing flaps or tape repairs but has a very small tear and
two faint creases.

904 Nice looking 4-8-4 steam locomotive with Union Pacific tender.  All original with no broken or missing parts but there is
some play wear and the tender has a ding on the edge of the coal pan on the right side but nothing major, C6-C6 plus
Includes original boxes for both pieces, although the tender box has one flap held on with tape and the stamped end flap
currently loose.  Both inner flaps are missing from the stamped end which is marked XA14N845-Y  U.P. Tender.  the
locomotive box is more of a cardboard insert but is in fantastic shape and marked XA14N844-Y  U.P. Loco.

905 Nice four car set with all correct original boxes.  Cars are C6 to C6 plus with scratches and paint rubs but still nice and
clean overall.  The original boxes are all nice and complete with no writing or tape repairs.

906 Nice looking locomotive with no broken or missing parts but one screw and all four wheels are replacements.  The paint is 
all original as are the rest of the parts.  One lamp casting has minor fatigue but still looks nice, C6.  Original box is 
complete but has some tape repairs and a split corner.

907 Very nice looking car with some small scratches but nothing major.  No missing or damaged parts, a nice display piece, C6
plus.

908 Great looking set including a 4-4-2 Pennsylvania 238E torpedo with 265W tender, 600 Pullman, 601 observation and 602
baggage car.  All are C7 with minor play wear and they are very clean as well.  The set box has a detached inner flap and
some separation along the flap seams here and there but overall a decent box with a nice label.  The inner boxes are very
nice but the tender box has a missing end flap and tape holding the two inner flaps shut.  The locomotive box is complete
with insert and still has one end sealed.  The passenger car boxes are all very nice with no missing flaps or tape repairs.

909 Very nice, all original 0-6-0 switcher with a few small paint chips and a very nice matching tender.  Neither has any broken
or missing parts, C6-7.

910 Very nice all original tank car with only a couple small paint rubs on the dome.  It will need a good cleaning or polishing
but it still looks nice as is, C7 plus.

911 Very nice hopper with a few minor scratches and no broken or missing parts, C7.  Original box is missing all but one inner
flap from one end.
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912 Fantastic all original car with minimal run time and only a few small paint chips underneath, C7 plus.  Includes five brown
boxes and an original box that has both end flaps but is missing all but one inner flap.  There are some tape repairs, writing
and wear to the box.

913 Boat is not all original as evidenced by the railings around the boat and the turned up metal tabs with cotter pins in them to
hold the top in place.  The figures look nice and have a lot of paint remaining.  The sides of the boat may have been
repainted at some point since the Lionel decal is absent but the boat does work.  The base is all original with blue lettering. 
Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

914 Includes a Mengel Playthings Miss America clockwork boat in fantastic condition but not working.  Also included is a
small wooden toy row boat that was well crafted but is unmarked other than “Polly Antha” on the sides.  Last is a Sakai
Seisakusho toy boat motor in great shape in an incorrect IMP outboard motor box with instructions.  I believe the tiller on
the motor is incorrect since it does not thread in all the way.  Nice group in C6-7 condition.

915 Nice looking box with original paint and rubber stamp on the bottom.  There are some scratches but the tools are all here
and in great shape.  Includes an extra miniature pair of pliers that do not belong to the set, C6-7.

916 Super nice looking tank car with minimal wear but having minor oxidation on the wheels, C6-7. 

917 Nice looking Pullman with some scratches and other paint wear but no missing or broken parts, C6-7.

918 Great looking all original set with minimal wear but not perfect by any means.  Very clean with no broken or missing parts, 
C7.

919 Nice set, all original with some paint chips on the roofs and a broken coupler on the locomotive.  No other missing or
broken parts and very clean overall, C6.

920 Four nice cars with minimal to moderate paint wear but very nice and clean overall.  The crane will need some new string
to raise the boom and operate the hook but everything else is really nice, C6-7.

921 Very nice example with very little run time and no paint wear at all, C9.  Includes 0209 box with six small barrels and an
incorrect original box.  One end is taped shut and very nice while the other end has some wear but no missing flaps.

922 Nice looking hopper with some paint chips but no broken or missing pieces, C6 plus.  Original box is missing all flaps
from one end but has all flaps intact on the opposite end.  There is shelf wear and minor skinning.

923 Fantastic example with very little wear at all and appears to have its original flat black finish and very little run time.
Tender is a perfect match with very little wear but with moderate run time yet very nice.  No broken or missing parts and a
super set, C7-8.

924 Nice looking cars but everything has been repainted / restored except for the hopper which could use a repaint to match the
other three cars.  The caboose has a modern replacement pickup roller but everything else appears to be all original.

925 Nice looking restored caboose with no broken or missing parts.

926 Both cars are all original but have paint loss as seen in the pictures, C6.

927 Fantastic trio of all original cars with minor wear but great looking paint and decals on both sides of each piece.  None have
any broken or missing parts, C7-8.

928 Nice looking set although the frame has been replaced on the locomotive and the tender has a restored frame.  The tender
does have some metal fatigue on the front section but it is holding together.  They both look nice otherwise with no broken
or missing parts.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures.

929 Locomotive is nice looking but has a very minor ding on one side of the cab roof and is missing the whistle.  Tender is in
nice shape with scratches here and there but not too much, C6 to C6 plus.
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930 Nice looking locomotive and twelve wheel tender set with all original parts.  One marker light is bent over a little but
otherwise a very nice looking set with no broken or missing pieces that has seen considerable run time, C6 plus.

931 Nice set, all original with some paint wear and scratches, whistle is loose and floppy on the locomotive and both pieces
exhibit moderate run time.  No broken or missing parts, C6.

932 Very nice looking switcher and slope back tender with moderate run time.  No missing parts but the tender has dry rotted 
wires and a broken plug, overall C7 plus.

933 Nice looking set with considerable run time and having quite a few scratches and small paint chips but with no missing or 
broken pieces, C6.

934 Nice looking all original set with some small scratches and paint chips, no broken or missing pieces and moderate run time. 
Very clean set overall but could possibly clean up a bit more, C6 plus.

935 Set has a nice looking steam locomotive and tender with moderate run time and some paint wear but overall C6 plus.
Passenger cars have moderate run time as well with clean cars but they all have scratches on the roofs and some on the
sides but all have some amount of rust on the bottom that may clean off to some extent, C5-6. 

936 Nice looking passenger set but all of the roofs have been restored.  The cars are quite peculiar as they all have different
name plates above the windows.  the 3280 has American Flyer Lines, one 3281 has Jeffersonian while the other has
Ambassador and the 3282 has Golden State.  The locomotive has considerable run time, paint touch ups but no missing or
broken parts.  The passenger cars are all equipped with green air tanks and have rubber stamps on the bottom of each one.
Sold as is as seen in the pictures.

937 Locomotive has replacement leading trucks, missing decals from both sides of the cab and scratches here and there.
Tender has some small scratches and paint chips but nice lettering on both sides., overall C6.

938 Neat locomotive and tender with moderate run time, play wear and scratches and possibly some very old repairs.  Appears
to be all original but missing the flags, C6 minus. 

939 Neat little set with box cab electric, 1306 passenger and 1207 observation cars.  They do have play wear and scratches but
display nicely and have all original parts with nothing broken or missing, C6. 

940  Nice looking locomotive and tender with some small issues.  The locomotive has trailing trucks that are suffering from
fatigue and have some chipping but it looks great otherwise.  The tender looks nice also but is missing two screws that
attach the frame to the body and the decals are chipping, C6 plus.  Catalog number may be 4315-4.

941 Locomotive has loose mechanism but still attached, missing headlamp, hand rails and possibly more, C5.  Tender is in a
little better shape but has some fatigue on the front end as well as normal play wear and scratches, C5-6.

942 Locomotive and tender are all original with no broken or missing prats but do have some minor issues.  The locomotives
trailing wheels are suffering from fatigue and the tender has chipping decals.  They are in very nice shape otherwise with
minor play wear and some paint loss here and there, C6.

943 Nice looking pair that has moderate run time but the locomotive has newer American Flyer Lines stickers on the cab and
boiler of both sides.  The tender is much nicer with just a few scratches on the original decals.  Overall very clean with very
little play or paint wear, C6 plus. 

944 Great looking set here with very little paint wear at all, all original and no missing or broken parts, C7 plus.

945 Nice looking locomotive with very little paint wear but considerable run time.  Clean and free of damage, no missing parts
either, C6 plus.

946 Set is in decent shape and all original but does have play wear, scratches and some fading or rubbed off lettering.  It is all
original with no broken parts but missing some coupler latches.  The set is bright but could use a good cleaning, C5 plus to
C6.  Original box has nearly complete labels but there are two corners of the lid with masking tape repairs, the bottom is in
nice shape with no damage.
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947 Nice looking locomotive and tender with nice lettering on both sides and very little paint wear.  The pilot is a replacement
but all original otherwise.  No broken or missing parts and a great piece to display, C6-7.

948 Great looking locomotive and tender but the locomotive does have some replacement parts such as ornamental bell, 
possibly the whistle and two steam pipes.  The railings are really clean also and may be replacements.  The tender has a
replacement coal pile and has silver lettering that is noticeably faded on one side but everything else is all original.
Caboose is bright with some scratches and paint wear and could use a good cleaning, overall C6.

949 Super looking locomotive and tender with low run time, great paint with very little wear and a nice looking tender.  The
chain holding the coupler pin needs to be replaced, C6.  Includes a nice original booklet from 1937.

950 All original with some paint loss and a loose stanchion that has one missing tab.  All original with no broken or missing 
parts, C6.

951 Cars have scratches and paint wear but still look nice and display well, may have some replacement parts, C5-6.

952 Nicely restored locomotive with replacement wheels but all other parts appear to be original.

953 Set has been run but is virtually unscathed and C9.  Includes 752E locomotive, two 753 passenger cars, Diner, Baggage
and Sleeper cars, short car with extra motor, 754 observation car and seven vestibules.

954 Gorgeous set, all in original boxes, that appears to have only a small amount of run time on the locomotive only.  The
passenger cars do not appear to have been run, overall C9-10.

955 Beautiful reproduction power station in original box.  Some packing is missing but the parts are all here and C9 plus.

956 All cars are mint and unrun in original boxes with all original packing with an original shipping box, C9-10. 

957 Original station with one original set of steps, two reproduction sets of steps and one that just isn’t right at all.  The
accessory only needs two sets of steps but four are coming with it.  There is paint and play wear but it is complete, C6.

958 Nice set that includes 384E  2-4-0 steam locomotive 384T tender, 332 railway mail, 339 Pullman and 341 observation.
Loco has been re-wheeled and the peacock passenger cars have all new latch couplers.   They all have some play wear but
no missing or broken parts, C6.

959 Very nice set, all original with no broken or missing parts and nice looking paint with some small scratches here and there
but overall a nice clean set.  Lettering is legible but slightly faded in places, C6-7. 

960 Nice car with a repainted roof and a loose upper window celluloid strip.  Sides and everything else is all original and
otherwise C6-7.

961 Neat little group including a SNCF 2-4-0 tin litho electric locomotive with tender and two passenger cars that likely make
up a set.  Also included are two crane cars, one with a work box and a street lamp.  Trains are neat but in C5-6 condition
and will need some help. 

962 Nice looking lot that includes Jep items consisting of 4698 wood wagon in box, 4666 Stef refrigerated box car, 4692 Stef
tank car and unnumbered dump car & gondola.  Hornby items to include 50153 clockwork locomotive, LNER passenger
coach and Portland Blue Circle cement car.  Cars range from very nice to having a small amount of rust on them with the
majority being nice, C6-7.

963 Group includes 6 072 lamp posts, 406 electric crossing signal, 0446 revolving beacon tower (four melted nubs on the tower
catwalk), two 418 bell ringing crossing signals, 416-A flood light tower, two 439 automatic semaphores (one with a broken
base), one 439C semaphore on a blister card and an unnumbered overhead foot bridge.  A few have been used but very nice
condition overall unless otherwise noted, C7-9. 

964 Includes two nice tenders with no broken or missing parts and nice lettering on both sides, C6 plus. 
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965 includes a repainted locomotive and all original tender  in nice shape. The locomotive is complete with no broken or 
missing parts but the tender is missing one rear step.  Both have moderate run time, C6.

966 Great looking, all original locomotive and tender set with minor paint loss and moderate run time, C6 plus.

967 Great looking steam locomotive and tender with very minor paint wear and low run time with no broken or missing parts. 
This one should clean up very nicely, C7.

968 Lot includes five nice cars, two are unrun and one with little more than a test run.  3494-275 Bangor and Aroostook State
of Maine operating boxcar, and 6462 New York Central black gondola are C9 and unrun, 3362 helium delivery car has
barely been run and is C7 minus.  6446 Norfolk and Western covered hopper and scarce 6311 flat car with pipes, C7.  6311
includes an original box with tape repairs and missing flaps.

969 Includes original service pages in a store bought binder.  includes a little over and inch thick collection of original pages
dating from 1959 through 1961 in very nice shape with no staining, rips or tears.  The cars included are 0864-300 Alaska
boxcar, and 0872-200 Railway express Agency refrigerator cars, C9 in OB plus two other empty boxes, 0800-200 and 0806
as well as a Virginian rectifier locomotive shell and die cast frame but is missing its trucks and motor.

970 Lot includes 3662 automatic refrigerated milk car with platform and packet with mint contents, 6672 Santa Fe reefer, 6482
reefer, x3464 Santa Fe operating boxcar, unrun x6454 Erie operating boxcar and x6454 Southern Pacific boxcar, C7-8.
Includes two boxes which are for 3464 and 6482.  3464 box has one missing flap but both have tape repairs.

971 Equipped with a Lionel Atomic precision motor and the original smoke bulb generator.  Hand rails and ornamental whistle
are oxidized but there are no missing or broken parts.  Tender is in nice shape but has some paint loss from the frame but
no missing parts and nice lettering on both sides, C6. 

972 Includes 2625 Irvington, two 2627 Madison and 2628 manhattan cars.  Minor paint loss on all four and one small chip on 
the Irvington car, otherwise no damage or missing parts, C6.

973 Super looking locomotive that could be a breed of 1946 and 1947 due to the simulated coupler on the pilot and round flag
bases but also having turned stanchions and an original boiler front and being equipped with an atomic precision motor.
The whistle appears to be a replacement.  Tender is in fantastic shape and is all original.  Both pieces are free of damage
and have no broken or missing parts, C6-7.  Original 726 box is rough with a missing outer flap from one end, some
chipping, staining and small tears.

974 Nice set in original box with packing.  Appears to have been displayed at one time but never ran, C8-9.

975 Beautiful box and blister with no warping or damage but a small amount of skinning to the picture background just to the 
right of the car, otherwise C8-9. 

976 Includes two trailers in 460-150 box that is missing an end flap from one end, B 151 automatic semaphore in a damaged
blister pack, 164-64 five logs with one missing inner flap, 6112-25 canister set box only with a missing inner flap, two
3927-50 wiping cylinders packages with variation lettering and two small lantern boxes including 47-76 12 volt red with
lantern and an empty 47-40 18 volts.

977 Full dealer display box with 12 individually packaged 18 volt clear lamps.  Box has skinning on both ends and lid as seen
in the pictures.

978 Box has some surface skinning and the bottles are anywhere between full and almost empty.  Bottles are all matching but
some have label wear.  Box lid is detached as well but all flaps are attached to the lid.

979 Box is all intact with 50 cents in ink on the lid and a few tears but it is all together.  The bottles all match and some have
some missing pellets and minor label wear. 

980 Nice original box with one missing inner flap.  Still nice and square with complete pipe set inside.

981 Nice original box, missing one inner flap, still nice and square with bin inside.
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982 box is in nice shape with one missing inner flap but still nice and square with three track piece inside.

983 Nice box with .50 written on one end flap and the other end has the 48 scribbled out with 30 written above the old 48. 
Includes 38 sealed packets inside and the box is very square with no missing flaps.

984 Very nice original box with no missing flaps, very nice and square with floodlight head inside.

985 Great original box with glossy sides and no missing flaps with nice lettering.  Box is likely full, not opening it to prevent
damage to box.

986 Includes five uncoupling track sets in original boxes, two 31-108 packets with ten 31-7 packets inside, four 38-97 packets
(opened), 26 packets of 31-7 power bus connectors, eight 32-55 insulating pins, five 32-20 power bus insulators, five 31-15 
coupling pins, fifteen 32-45 power bus insulators, and nine 022-501 adapter sets for switches.  Most are factory sealed but
some are opened especially where noted.

987 Includes 1946 smoke pellet container, round brown bottle, round clear bottle, clear bottle with stamped lettering and five
other bottle with four different lids.  Some of the labels have wear but overall a nice example of the many variations of
smoke tablet packaging.

988 Nice looking original box with no surface wear but perforation is popped and there is writing above the locomotive as seen
in the pictures.  The box contains twelve matching bottles that have nice labels and are almost all full.

989 Includes four 38-85, eight 36, 120 crossing, and multiple packets with ground lockons, power lockons and power blade
connectors.  many packets are opened but a few are still factory sealed.

990 Very nice and clean lamp assortment, 100% complete in a fairly nice intact original box.  Lube kit is complete with
instructions but has been used with no track cleaner left.

991 Original display box has some damage on the top and a 703-10 stamp on the top.  The boxes inside are all in nice shape
and complete with their original lamps.

992 123 set is 100% complete, 122 set is missing several lamps, both 927 lube kits have missing parts and empty track fluid.

993 Nice display box with writing on one end and somewhat faded with four lamps in boxes inside.

994 Neat original box with some bowing in the middle but missing the earth and ballast mats.  Box is complete with no tape
repairs or writing.

995 Lot includes 128 newsstand with 364c and original instruction sheet in C7, 145 automatic gateman with some base wear
and tape residue, C6, and a 175 rocket launcher in need of a good cleaning but appearing no have no broken parts and all
complete with a 6175 flat car to boot, C6.  All three original boxes are in nice shape with no missing flaps.

996 Nice looking set with original box with inserts and a couple parts packets.  Most of the small parts are in a ziploc baggie
that is marked “missing 3 fishplates”.  Instruction sheet is crisp and mint with a special installation sheet inside, C6-7.  Box
has some skinning on the top and front side as seen in the pictures.

997 Mint unrun car with sealed premium autos in original cardboard sleeves.  Box is not missing any flaps and is very square
and sturdy but does have writing on one side, C9-10.

998 Large lot including a pair of 711 switches in original boxes with three controllers, 33 sections of straight and 25 sections of
curved track, one 90 degree No. 730 crossover and a lot of loose fish plates with nuts and bolts and even an original hex
driver.  track is a bit dirty but should clean up with only one or two pieces having any rust at all.

999 Nice lot of boxed figures, barrels and milk cans including eight 3656-9 cattle figures plus another of the same but marked
3656-34, one 3356-100 horses, three 0209 six small barrels with two different boxes, eight 362-78 six barrels and four
3462-70 magnetic milk cans.  All boxes are full or there could be a cow or two loose from one of the boxes.  Overall a
great lot but some of the boxes are damaged, C6-7. 
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1000 Reproduction of Lionel dealer poster featuring the Santa Fe F3’s and 2056. Measures 27 inches tall by 51 inches wide.
Printed on a plastic sign material and mounted to wood. See photos for best description.

1001 Lionel modern O gauge 28062 100th anniversary gold plated Hudson steam locomotive and matching caboose. Loco
features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, smoke unit and much more. Caboose number is 17635. Also includes display
case. Caboose is factory wrapped C10, loco is C8-9 with very faint roller mark.

1002 Lionel modern O Gauge 18005 New York Central 700E Hudson in OB. Loco comes with paperwork. Loco is C8 with
moderate run time. Loco display case also included.

1003 Lionel modern O Gauge No. 51000 The Hiawatha passenger set in OB. Trains are C7-8 condition with run time, a few
small paint chips and wear to one vestibule. Small area of gassing on the belly pan of one car. Set box has some dirt and
wear.

1004 Lot includes five 356-35 trucks, two 450L heads, two 3424-100 low bridge signal sets (one with missing metal parts but
includes a 3424-94 complete packet) and a 6112-25 canister set.  two boxes are missing tuck flaps but the rest are complete
and in nice shape, overall C7-8. 

1005 Lot includes mainly coupler conversion, steel pins, contactors of various sorts and other parts.  Many of these packets are
minty and sealed but some are opened or torn but most of the parts seem to be minty or unused, C6-8.

1006 Lot includes mainly coupler conversions, contactors of various sorts and other various parts to a few different Lionel
accessories.  Many of these packets are minty and sealed but some are opened or torn but most of the parts seem to be
minty or unused, C6-8.

1007 Great lot of approximately 100 to 125 original instruction sheet with highlights being 773 from 1964, 2321 from 1954 and
‘66, 3665-23, 3519-7, 3419-51 and -60, Trainmaster from 1964 and 65 and many others.  many are nice but many have
some stains or a small amount of writing.

1008 Nice binder that is marked Lionel Service Reproductions with 4 1/2 inches of original service station repair instructions.
These are in nice shape and appear to have been well cared for over the years and the binder is in very nice shape also.

1009 Includes four 260 bumpers, two 36 operating car control sets, two 167 whistle controllers, three 153c contactors, 91 circuit
breaker, LTC lockon with light, 41 accessory contactor, 12 connecting ties for O track,No. 130 60 degree and No. 120 90
degree super O crossings.  About half of the boxes were opened and all had mint accessories but some were missing
instruction sheets.  A box or two was missing an inner flap but almost all are nice and complete, C7-9.

1010 Includes ST-302 spring adjuster and ST-303 E unit spreader.  both have been used and the spreader has some surface rust
that could clean up.  Also included are four rivet dies:  ST-350 -7 -7 -14 and -15.

1011 Both pieces are all original and in nice shape with no rust and only minor paint loss from the vise.

1012 Great set that does show signs of wear and use.  The lettering is legible on the ST-294, ST-295 and ST-297 handles but is
very faint on the ST-296 and -298 drivers.  They are all undoubtedly originals  and the 298 driver also has a chip or melt
mark on the handle.  Nice set to have.

1013 Great set of rivet dies in nice shape and complete, all market ST-350 with an additional number denoting that they are
original Lionel service items.  Block is in nice shape with a small corner chip.

1014 Nice set of all original pliers with no grips added.  It isn’t very easy to see the 4 at the end of the “384” but these are all
original and have been used, hence the worn number.

1015 Nice looking rivet press with some paint loss but overall in nice shape with no missing parts.

1016 Nice Lionel postwar dealer service station 5C test set. There is one small nut missing from the back of a bumper and the
plug is a GE replacement.  This was the first set to be used on both O and O27 trains and is hard to find in any condition.
C6+.
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1017 Nice looking all original riveting set with some paint wear but no rust with original name plate.  Nice shape for a vintage 
service station tool.

1018 This item is by far the rarest dealer service station tool that Lionel ever made.  It was produced for an extremely short
period of time in 1938 before it was upgraded to the 5B test set.  In over 20 years of selling trains and specializing in dealer
related items, I have never had a 5A test set in my hands and know of only one confirmed additional 5A set.  The exterior 
of this set looks nice, not perfect, but still nice.  Now for the fun part- the man who owned this was in the process of
rewiring / restoring the inside components to make it work and unfortunately passed away before he could finish the job.
On the surface it looks quite nice but be aware that the inside is going to require some effort which is very much doable.
This is one of the very few times that I would call something truly rare.

1019 Extremely rare Lionel Pre-School Toys farm board set in mint condition in original blocks.  Superb condition wooden
blocks inside with original box insert.  The box does have some shelf wear as well as retailer writing on the box top and
one end.  It opens from the two ends and there are no missing flaps or tape repairs.  An extremely rare item of which I have
never seen another example.

1020 Rare Lionel prewar green 3659 dump car.  This car was purchased by our consignor in the early 1980’s with THE original
box which was unfortunately eaten by animals that had entered his attic.  The car is shown as being green in the original
1938 catalog rather than the normal red.  A recent TCA article also shows the the catalog with the green bin on this car.
Under a black light the paint fluoresces exactly the same as a 2812 light green gondola which is all original and looks
exactly the same in normal light.  We can say with certainty that this car is 100% authentic genuine, original and extremely
rare to boot.  It does have a few minor rubs and nicks but is still a solid C7+

1021 Lionel service station test set photocopied instruction sheets for the 5B, 5D and 5F test sets.  Includes 19 pages of the 5B,
14 pages of the 5D including schematics and 14 pages of the 5F universal test set.  Great for reference and hard to find in 
any form.

1022 Large group of reproduction Lionel ST-350 rivet set dies and cups made by Hobby Horse.  Includes quite a few parts
including an E unit vise and spreader as well as many parts that go with the Hobby Horse vise set.  These have been used
but are still in nice shape and ready to be used.

1023 Lot includes three mint in box 943 ammunition dumps in original boxes although two of them are missing their instruction
sheets.  Also includes 76 set of three boulevard lamps in box that will need cleaned up but are in nice shape.  Box has a 
loose cellophane window but original insert and instruction sheet are present.  Last is a 928 lubricating and maintenance kit
that is mostly used with a complete but worn original box.

1024 Lot includes 18 packages of Lionel prewar and postwar replacement lamps including: No. 30 x 2 (one lamps), two empty
undiscernible prewar wooden containers, 27, two 28, and postwar 394-10, 29-3, three 287, two 63-11, ten L50(R) with 9
lamps, six L402 full and ten 19R with five red and five green lamps.  All boxes are full except where otherwise noted.
Overall packaging C6-8 although one box has tape repaired end flap. 

1025 Lot includes seven boxed accessories including two 252 automatic crossing gates, two 253 block signals (one like new),
153 block signal, 310 billboard set, 410 billboard blinker and a model railroad printing kit.  All have been examined and
most have been played with and will need to be cleaned up.  Most are missing contactors where applicable, C6-7 unless
otherwise noted.

1026 Great lot of original postwar controllers, buttons, contactors, lockons and switch controls in nice shape.  Highlights include
several No. 90 controllers with metal bands, 497 elevator control, 456c controller and 165c controller.  The group also
includes 145 and 153 contactors, CTC and LTC lockons, 54-125 actuators and many other parts weighing 14.7 pounds with
the box they are sitting in.  Overall C6-8 condition.

1027 Nice original 165-83 bag of steel blanks.  The tops of the numbers are a bit faded but still discernible.  Bag is browned and
does have a small stain on the front and is over half full of original metal blanks.
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1028 Lot includes six bottles with smoke pellets and one of those a clear bottle with black print, 19 red and 20 brown original 
Baby Ruth boxes, three prewar wooden lamp containers (empty), 909 smoke and 5159 track cleaner, Madison hardware
rocket tubes with one rocket, 3927-50 wiping cylinders (full), reel of maroon wire (unused), six tubes of lubricant, several
bags of coal and artificial grass, one plain white canister, two cans of track cleaner (full) and two 3927-75 tubes.
Everything is in nice shape but some items need to be cleaned up, overall C6-8.

1029 The common version is on normal paper stock and is folded.  This one is much heavier stock and was never folded, clearly
made to be used as a store selling tool.  Measures 13 13/16 wide x 10 1/4 inches tall, C7. 

1030 Great looking ZW transformer in original box.  No side insert or instruction sheet but a very nice and clean transformer
with supple original cord, no missing nuts and no loose parts.  It was well cared for and the original box is still in nice
shape with the bottom insert piece, C7-8.

1031 Four Lionel and one American Flyer prewar set boxes in very nice shape including Lionel 139, 292, 236 and and unmarked
label with the numbers 97-T and 97-B inside as well as 30 on the inside of the bottom and 31 on the top.  The American
Flyer box has the set number label torn off but still retains a very nice Narrow gauge label as well as the cardboard inserts
and original track.  The Lionel 292 and 236 set boxes contain the inner boxes as well but most of the boxes are missing
most or all of their end flaps.

1032 Lionel postwar set boxes 2249WS, 11520, 1431, 1527, 511, 1457B, 1463W and 2105WS.  Boxes are generally complete 
the 1527 and 1463W having a lot of wear to the flaps.  the 511 is very nice but has clear tape along one flap seam on the
outside and along an adjacent inner flap.  the 1457B has two corners with clear tape and it is pretty dirty on the top but has
no detached flaps.  The others are complete and in decent shape.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1033 Lot includes six empty HO scale set boxes in varying degrees of condition.  Some have separations on the flap or wear and
tear in general.  A few are in nice shape, namely the 5719, 5725 and 5747.  the 5735, 5739 and 5741 all have considerable
wear.  These are sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1034 Lot includes 22 boxes, most of which are in nice shape but a few are being salvaged for their inserts, cellophane windows
or as donors for end flaps, etc.,  Includes 0819-225, 0860, 0370, 0864-50, 0366, 0366, 0337, 0847, 0357, 0712, 0889,
0685LT, 0864-400, 0645, 0602LT, 0806, 0922, 0923, 0813, 0836-110 (bug damage), 0197 (missing end flap and stains)
and 0494 with a missing end flap.  Boxes are sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1035 Nice lot of original instruction sheets for operating cars, layouts, locomotives and a few catalogs.  Nice group of original
paper with only one photocopy.  There are over 31 binder pages with postwar items and several other pages with modern or
Athearn catalogs.  Some of the binder pages have more than one sheet in them.

1036 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1505WS set in original set box with all inner boxes and instruction sheets.  Includes 2046 Hudson
steam locomotive, 2046W tender, 6464-1 Western Pacific boxcar, 6415 three dome Sunoco tank car, 6462 New York
Central gondola with barrels and 6357 Southern Pacific caboose.  Cars have very little run time or signs of handling but
6464 does have some visible roof scratches.  Locomotive box is nice with no missing flaps and one factory sealed end.
Rolling stock boxes are all missing at least two inner flaps and most are missing more than that.  Set also includes a nice
1033 transformer, 1024 manual switches, 6019 remote control track set, smoke pellets, eight curved & four straight track 
sections and three instruction sheets, C7 to C7+.

1037 Lionel Postwar O gauge 4357 electronic control caboose in original box.  harder to find version with raised board on the
catwalk, very nice caboose with low run time and very few signs of handling.  OB is missing three inner flaps from one end
and the end flap is taped on but still nice and clean with no creases or graffiti, C7-8.

1038 Lionel Postwar O gauge electronic set with controller, 671R steam turbine locomotive, 4671W tender, 5459 dump car,
x4454 boxcar, 4452 gondola and 4457 caboose.  Cars have play wear and considerable run time and some flaking or
missing electronic decals, tender has loose but intact front and rear vertical hand rails, C6.

1039 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW transformer in great shape with an original cord with red print on the plug.  Cord is very
supple and will not need to be replaced.  Transformer could use a little cleanup or polishing, C6.
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1040 Lionel prewar OO1 three rail, full scale Hudson with an incorrect and partial 002 box that does have a loose end flap and
insert but also has wear on the outside, too.  Locomotive is missing ornamental bell and whistle, has a badly damaged pilot
and slightly bent handrails in the very front.  Still has a nice looking finish on most of the boiler but faded lettering on one
side, C5-6.

1041 Lionel prewar OO2T 2 rail semi scale tender in original box with insert.  The tender is in nice shape but has a rear step that
will need to be replaced.  Nice finish and lettering but rust on the drawbar.  Original box has a correctly stamped 002T on
the one existing end flap with all other numbers crossed out.  Box does have shelf wear and small stains but also has a nice
insert, C6.

1042 Lionel Postwar O045 Shell tank cars with one 0025 original box.  The three tank cars have paint and decal wear but don’t
have any missing parts.  Two have insulated wheels and one does not have insulated wheels, C6 minus.  The original box
has all flaps on one end but is missing an inner flap and tuck flap on the other end with a tape repaired end flap.

1043 Lionel prewar OO freight cars including 0044 Pennsylvania boxcar, 0046 Southern Pacific hopper and 0027 New York
Central caboose.  The cars all have insulated wheels but the caboose is missing its smoke stack, otherwise they are all
complete.  cars have some paint and decal wear as seen in pictures.  Original box is missing inner flaps and tuck flap from
one end with much wear overall.  Trains are C6 to C6 plus.

1044 Lionel prewar OO three rail track lot of ten 0062 straight, fifteen 0061 curve and one 0064 curved section with terminals.
Track is in generally decent shape as far as the road bed is concerned but the tracks may have considerable run time and
several of the curved sections have rust on them that should clean off, C6.

1045 Super nice group of Lionel prewar OO scale, three rail track with switches.  The lot includes fifteen sections of 0061 curve,
twelve sections of 0062 straight, one 0064 curve with terminals and a pair of 0072 remote switches with unwarped and
clear plastic bottoms.  This was well cared for track although there are a few pieces with chipped road bed sides, I didn’t
see any broken tabs.  Track was free of any rust and only had minor oxidation on a few of the pieces to where the track
isn’t shiny anymore. Overall a great group of C6-7 track.

1046 Lionel prewar O080W freight set in original boxes with set box.  A fantastic, clean and original set consisting of 001 full
scale Hudson with 001 tender, 0014 cream boxcar, 0015 Sunoco tank car, 0016 gray Southern Pacific hopper and 0017
Pennsylvania caboose.  The locomotive appears C8-9 but is missing the ornamental bell and whistle as well as a missing
marker jewel but it is stunning otherwise with a gorgeous satin finish that has never been touched and all of the attributes
necessary to make this one worth adding original factory parts back onto to make it a complete locomotive.  the tender is
gorgeous and missing nothing, C8-9.  Boxcar and tank car have some minor wear but are still solid C7 plus, hopper is
stunning and unscathed, C9 and the caboose is very nice as well with a few small paint chips and some decal wear, C7-8.
The original boxes are all very straight and square with almost all missing an end flap with the exception of the tender and
caboose boxes.  Also included is the boxed track outfit with very nice track but one badly damaged straight section.  These
are the earliest three rail straight track and include a very nice complete original box.  The set box is complete with a
gorgeous label, this is a set you do not want to miss!

1047 Another stunning prewar set with original set box with inner boxes.  Set includes 225E locomotive with original satin
finish and a miniscule amount of run time but missing the whistle, 2235W tender with a little more run time than the loco
but still a very nice and clean piece, 2653 hopper with minor handling, 2656 stock car with a few small paint chips, 3651
remote control lumber car with load & instruction sheet and a 2657 caboose with paint chips from the roof but very nice
otherwise.  The trains are all very nice and in the C8 range except for the caboose which is C7 minus.  The set box was
opened from the bottom and displays very nicely with a sealed top side.  the component boxes are very straight and square
although some flaps may be loose and I know of one inner flap missing from the rolling stock.  The locomotive and tender
boxes have missing end flaps and a lot of masking tape on them as seen in the pictures.

1048 Lionel prewar O gauge 2954 semi scale Pennsylvania boxcar with high box couplers in a very nice original box with insert.
Car has minor paint wear and one chipped step but otherwise nice and clean, C7-8.  Box is complete with insert and no 
graffiti or tape repairs.

1049 Lionel prewar O gauge 2955 Shell tank car with high box couplers in a very nice original box with insert.  Car is
nice and clean with paint wear on the railings and ladders as well as some minor decal flaking, C7.  Box is 
complete with insert and no graffiti or tape repairs.
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1050 Lionel prewar O gauge 2957 New York Central caboose with high box couplers in an original box with insert.
Car is nice and clean with paint wear on the ladders and a few raised edges but overall very nice and original
with no scratches or play wear, C7-8.  Box is missing an inner flap and tuck flap and has a detached end flap
but is with insert and no graffiti or tape repairs.

1051 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E 2-6-4 steam locomotive with 2226W twelve wheel tender.  Locomotive and tender show
moderate to low run time, all original finish with few signs of handling, C8.  The original box is for the tender and it does
have its original insert but is missing all inner flaps from one end as well as a detached end flap from the same end.  The
other end has all flaps intact.  There are no tape repairs or graffiti.

1052 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2026 steam locomotive, 2246WX tender, two 6442 Pullman and 6443 observation cars.  Very nice 
set with minimal run time or handling, no missing parts and very clean, C7-8.

1053 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2321 Lackawanna FM diesel locomotive.  Nice shape with moderate run time and few signs of 
handling but shell does have screw cracks on both ends.  Very clean overall, C7.

1054 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2400 Maplewood, 2401 Hillside and 2402 Chatham passenger cars in very nice shape with
beautiful lettering and yellow trim on both sides of each car.  They do have some minor rust on the wheels but it will easily 
clean off, C7-8.

1055 Includes two variations of the 50 gang car and a blue letter trolley in original boxes.  Gang cars have blue bumpers and one
with center horn while other is off to the side and also have blue fixed and olive rotating crewmen.  Both have been run and
will need a good cleaning up.  The 60 trolley has a one piece bumper but nice lettering on both sides and a nice roof that is 
still fairly bright.  All three boxes have their original inserts and no writing or damage.  Overall, C6-7. 

1056 Super looking Lionel 2359 Boston and Maine GP-9 with new old stock shell that does have a few rubs on the roof and new
old stock trucks placed on a repainted postwar frame.  Super condition with no screw cracks or missing / broken parts.
Original box has shipping tape over the numbers on the ends but the box has 2359-13 part number with NO perforations
yet it has the lettering for a perforated box, C7-8.

1057 Fantastic 1930’s Marklin clockwork armored car from a kit.  No key but clockwork is in superb visual condition.  The car 
has minimal wear and is only missing the rear plate.  The tires are in great shape with some minor dry rot but definitely not
falling apart.  Left rear tire is a replacement but still old and marked Trix.  Cap firing gun in turret still works and is
complete, C7 plus.

1058 1950’s tin battery operated US Army jeep in great shape but not box.  Toy is extremely clean with no signs of play wear.  It 
has not been tested but the battery compartment is very clean, C7-8. 

1059 Antique pressed steel Dayton or Scheible hill climber locomotive and tender in very nice shape with very minor paint loss. 
The whole train is 26 inches long when hooked together.  A very clean piece with all original finish and patina, C7-8.

1060 Nifty tin wind-up, Main Street trolley in nice shape with some scratches and play wear.  Clockwork does work but none of 
the actions were operating, might be able to be fixed, C6.

1061 Nice looking 1930’s Chein ratcheting crank dump truck in very good condition with some play wear but no missing parts. 
The patina is even all over and although not perfect, a very nice display piece, C6.

1062 1930’s Chein Hercules ratcheting Mack dump truck.  Truck is missing the steering wheel and original metal latch that 
attaches the lift to the bed.  The crank action worked but there must be some missing teeth because the lift piece will slide
back down during a certain part of the revolution of the crank.  Still a nice looking truck with great paint and minor play
wear, C6+.

1063 Nice Marx Speed King tin wind-up racer with a missing windshield but otherwise a great looking piece.  There are some
scratches from play wear but overall a nice looking example.  Wind up mechanism does not work at all and the key doesn’t
feel attached to any mechanism inside but cannot be removed either, C6.
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1064 Fantastic tin lithographed wind-up locomotive by Gunthermann.  Complete and working perfectly, this beautiful example
has minimal play wear and even still has the little ringing bell underneath.  A superb example with all original patina and 
very little wear, C8.

1065 Gerbruder Fleischmann tin clockwork ocean liner in nice shape but missing front & rear flags and has a small dent in the 
stern but does includes two masts and four dinghies.  The masts are missing tabs to keep them perfectly vertical and the key 
is missing.  Overall in good to very good condition with some small dents.

1066 Fantastic Voltamp 2100 Baltimore and Ohio steam locomotive and tender with all original paint and no broken or missing
parts.  This is the nicest Voltamp piece I have ever seen and it truly is stunning and would be a centerpiece to just about any
early train collection with a few exceptions.  Locomotive is 15 inches long and the tender is 9 1/4 inches long.  As nice as
you could expect to find without a box, C7.

1067 1906-07 Lionel prewar No. 2 Electric Rapid Transit Trolley in fantastic condition with minor paint loss, complete and all
original.  Open ends as opposed to the later example which is closed in.  The frame is extremely cleaned and marked Pat
Pending on both ends.  A super nice example, C7.

1068 Lionel prewar 1100 Mickey Mouse hand car with a green body which is much harder to find than the common red body.
The figures are complete and in great shape but could stand to be cleaned up.  There is very little wear on this piece, C7 
plus.

1069 Lionel prewar standard gauge 217 caboose in fantastic condition with one tiny paint chip on one side.  Extremely clean but 
could use a slight dusting, C8-9.

1070 Hadson Japan tin friction Happy Speed Car in nice shape with minor scratches to the lithos but very little wear otherwise. 
The friction mechanism does turn but will not propel the car very far, C6-7.

1071 Mint unassembled Marx modern kitchen set in original box with instruction sheet, inserts and all paper bags inside.  The tin
tabs have never been bent and the plastic parts are all mint and untouched.  the instruction sheet is browned and has some
small chips missing but nice otherwise and never folded.  the box is about as nice as you could expect to find, having been
opened, C9-10.

1072 Marx Honeymoon express tin wind-up lithographed toy.  The mechanism works but the center is drooping and will not 
allow the mechanism to operate properly.  N ice looking lithos and otherwise, C7+.

1073 Nice Marx tin wind-up tank with doughboy from the late 1930s.  Works nicely but needs a new flint for sparking action.
Could use a little polishing but the patina looks just fine with very few scratches or signs of play wear, C7-8, all original.

1074 Nice Marx boat tail racer 1930s tin windup in very nice all original condition with a working mechanism and very little 
play wear, C7.

1075 Two Marx boat tail racers 1930s tin windup in very nice all original condition with working mechanisms and minor play 
wear, C6-7.

1076 Marx 2733 mobile crane truck in mint condition in original box with all inserts, original instruction sheet, clam shell and
wrecking ball.  These are fairly common but in this condition they aren’t, C9-10.

1077 Very nice vintage Wen-Mac Texaco fire chief pumper in the original box.  The truck doesn’t appear to have  ever been
played with but is missing the screw for the beacon and the truck did not have a hole drilled for the siren.  Includes the
original paper bag that held the accessories along with everything that would have come in it with exception of the screw.
The ladders are perfect and undamaged.  the box has tape repairs and water stains but the truck more than makes up for
that, C8.

1078 All original Arcade cast iron Ford model T flat bed truck.  Missing a lot of paint from the wheels but the rest of the truck 
retains 95% or more of the original paint, missing the driver.

1079 Nice all original Arcade Ford model T coupe with 98% of its original paint.  A super piece to own but missing the driver.
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1080 Nice all original Arcade Ford model T coupe with 98% of its original paint.  A super piece to own but missing the driver.

1081 All original Hubley sand & gravel horse drawn wagon in fantastic condition with barely any paint wear.  High grade
example with a working dump bed.

1082 Possibly a travel agency display model of the Italian line cruise ship SS Michelangelo and Rafaello.  Very nice model that
is 2 feet long on a wooden board in a Plexiglas case with one end missing.  very nice model with one small broken and
missing piece from the forward deck but still very nice and ready to display.

1083 Lot of Dinky military vehicles to include 80A, 80B, 80E and 822 French vehicles and 677, 688, 688, 689 and 692 British
vehicles.  These are all in nice shape but one of the 688 field artillery tractors has rust on the base.  All were well cared for 
and range from C7-8.

1084 Lot of Dinky military vehicles to include 170, 676, 673, 983, 621, 622, 626, 641, 643 and 661 British vehicles.  These are 
all in nice shape but an few have paint wear.  All were well cared for and range from C7-8.

1085 Lot of Dinky military vehicles to include missile launching platform, 651, 660, 666 and 667  British vehicles.  These are all
in nice shape but the 667 missile servicing platform has a broken outrigger.  These were well cared for and range from C7 
-8 unless otherwise noted.

1086 Very nice group of Corgi die cast items in great shape but with no boxes.  The lot includes No. 3 gift set, 53, 54, 152, 153, 
262, 417, 468 and 1128.  The group even includes two separate missiles and trailers for the gift set, overall C7-9. 

1087 Dinky 47, 771 and 771 road signs plus a 780 petrol pumps set, all mint in box with H. Hudson Dobson labels.  Four great 
sets at one price.  Boxes are a bit dirty but all of them have their inserts. 

1088 Nice group of unboxed but very clean Dinky toys.  These all have very little wear but need to be cleaned up.  Includes
Victor ambulance, 14A, Massey Harris tractor, 289, 965, Foden dump truck, five small signs, Esso gas pumps and an Esso
sign with a hole in it.  Overall C7-8 unless otherwise noted.  Also included is a Tekno (Denmark) Ford Lincoln Continental
in great shape with a few tiny paint chips

1089 Small group of slot cars to include four 1/32 Lionel cars, one 1/32 Marx Lotus Ford and one HO scale Tyco Pro Corvette.
They are all in nice shape with no body modifications and all tires are intact except for one rear tire from the Corvette, C7.

1090 Lionel modern O Gauge 21782 Pennsylvania Railroad GG-1 passenger set in original factory box featuring TMCC and
Railsounds. Set is factory sealed C10.

1091 Lionel modern O Gauge 18029 Dreyfuss Hudson set including; 18027 NYC 4-6-4 Dreyfuss Hudson loco with tender in
OB. The loco is a solid C9-10 with very light roller marks, nothing beyond a factory test. Tender load still wrapped in
factory tissue.  Lionel Trains, Inc. only produced 750 of these Dreyfuss Hudson engines. This model is serial number 71.

1092 Lionel modern O Gauge Denver and Rio Grande JCL challenger in OB. Catalog number is 38009. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, fan driven smoke unit, and much more. Loco is factory wrapped in inner carton and assumed C9-10.

1093 Lionel modern O Gauge Santa Fe 2-8-8-2 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is catalog number 38030. Loco features TMCC, 
Railsounds, Fan Driven smoke unit, and much more. Loco is high C8-9 with very faint roller and wheel marks.

1094 Lionel modern O gauge 14180 Baltimore and Ohio tug boat in the OB. Boat appears unused C9-10.

1095 Lionel modern O gauge 28063 Pennsylvania T-1 4-4-4-4 Duplex 5511 and tender, equipped with TMCC, smoke,
Railsounds, and more. Loco is C8+ with light run time. OB has crush damage to one corner.

1096 Lionel modern O gauge 31705 50th Anniversary Commemorative set in OB. Set features New York Central Hudson and
five Madison passenger cars. Loco features TMCC, Railsounds, Electrocoupler, fan driven smoke unit and much more.
Loco and cars are factory wrapped in their OBs C9-10.

1097 MTH modern O gauge 20-2189-1 Amtrak Genesis diesel locomotive in OB. Loco features Protosound, Protocouplers, and
more. C8 with run time.
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1098 MTH modern O gauge Amtrak Superliner passenger cars in OBs. Includes 20-6524 four car set, 20-6539 two car add on, 
and two 20-6540 transition sleepers. Cars are generally C8+ with light run time.

1099 MTH modern O gauge Amtrak 20-6537 Superliner four car passenger set in Phase IV paint. Cars are C8-9 with little run 
time.

1100 Lionel modern STANDARD GAUGE 13008 New York Central Commodore Vanderbilt passenger set in original boxes
with Styrofoam inserts and outer shipping carton. Set is factory wrapped in the inner boxes C10.

1101 Lionel modern standard gauge tinplate Milwaukee Road Hiawatha set including 13004 steam locomotive in OB. Loco is
graded C7 due to missing “wing tips” from the wrap around emblem on the nose. Otherwise loco was lightly run and
would grade C8+. OB has light corner wear. Also included is 13006 four car passenger set. Cars are factory wrapped in the
OB C10.

1102 Lionel Classic modern standard gauge American Flyer Mayflower set in OBs. Catalog numbers 13109 and 13103. Loco is
C8 with run time. OB has split seam and some shelf wear. 13003 three car set in OBs has one car unwrapped in C8-9
condition, the other two are factory wrapped C9-10.

1103 All original Marx pressed steel Lockheed Vega style airplane in fantastic shape.  There are no missing or broken parts, just
some play wear in the form of rubs and scratches on the upper wing and fuselage.  There is very little paint missing and this 
is a super find compared to m O scale two rail originals.  Overall, it should clean up to  C6-7.

1104 Linemar tin battery operated American Airlines Electra flagship airplane in nice shape but with some tire issues.  Two have
cracked in half and one is missing a lot of material to the point that the hub came loose but is here.  There is minor play
wear to this toy, otherwise C6-7.  The loose hub is stored in the battery compartment.

1105 Beautiful Nomura battery operated, tin American Airlines Electra II airplane in great shape.  Plane is complete with no
broken or missing parts and is very bright with few signs of play wear, C7.

1106 Great vintage sign from the late 1950’s with a picture in between two glass slabs in a 22 x 18 inch (outside dimensions)
frame.  Super graphics and the light still works.  It hung on the wall with either a vertical metal bar or with metal wire that
are both attached to the back.  Marked on the back MFG’D by The Bintliff Mfg. Co. Minneapolis 14, Minn.  Great
condition although it could use a good cleaning.

1107 Fantastic model made by Space Models limited of Great Britain, a British Airways Boeing B-747.  Made of resin and
possibly other products, this is a monster at 37 inches long with a 33 inch wing span.  Very nice condition with original
stand.  There is a small chip underneath but nothing major.  It comes with the original shipping cardboard box that has
British Airways stickers on it.  The box was specially built for the jet with styrofoam lining.  The wings all come off for
safe transportation.

1108 Vintage, one piece aluminum, Air France Boeing 707, travel agency display model with stand.  Unknown manufacturer but 
the numbers 364-30-5395 are hand etched underneath the left wing.  This jet is heavy and long, measuring in at just over
27 inches in length with a 26 1/2 inch wing span.  The original base has a black crackle finish with green felt underneath.
Displays very nicely and has minimal wear to the graphics but is not perfect.

1109 Fantastic 1950s aluminum display jet in original wooden shipping crate.  Fantastic condition with a few paint chips and a
neat pedestal stating “The jet with power to spare and style beyond compare”.  Stamped with a 33 inside the end of each
removable wing and on the fuselage part of the wing.  The jet measures 30 1/2” long with a 29 1/2” wing span.

1110 Another incredible desk display airplane from the 1950’s with very nice graphics although there is some wear here and
there.  No missing propellers and a nice heavy chrome base.  This prop jet measures 19” long with an 18” wing span.

1111 Another super desk display jet with very nice graphics that do have minor wear and includes a nice pedestal stand.  The jet
is solid and made of some type of metal but the base is made of aluminum measures 15 3/4” long with a 9” wing span. 
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1112 Fantastic desk display jet made by Toys & Models Corporation in the Philippines.  Brand new in original box, unknown
age but comes in a box with a custom cut styrofoam insert.  Perfect graphics and a very nice stand.  It is made of either 
wood or resin and measures 11 1/2” long with an 11” wing span.

1113 Vintage desk display jet with fantastic graphics but there is a small broken piece off of the back edge of the left wing and a
small ding on the top of the wing as well.  The small piece is here and could be reattached.  The jet measures 24” long and
has a 17” wing span.  It does come with a custom made and painted pedestal stand but the screws are missing to attach the
jet to the stand.

1114 Nice vintage desk display jet with fantastic graphics and a nice wood and metal display pedestal.  The jet measures 24”
long and has a 20” wing span.  It does come with a custom made and painted pedestal stand but the screws are missing to
attach the jet to the stand.

1115 Nice vintage desk display jet with fantastic graphics and a nice wood and metal display pedestal.  The jet measures 23 1/2”
long and has a 17 1/2” wing span.  It does come with a custom made and painted pedestal stand but the screws are missing
to attach the jet to the stand.

1116 Neat vintage desk display jet with fantastic graphics but there is a jet engine broken off of the right wing.  It was a clean
separation and will be able to be glued back with no missing material but the paint will likely need to be retouched.  The jet
measures 24 1/2” long and has a 20 3/4” wing span.  It does come with a custom made and painted pedestal stand but the 
screws are missing to attach the jet to the stand. 

1117 HUGE vintage jet in original shipping crate directly from Air Canada.  This jet has wear to the graphics but is a nice large 
model measuring in at 36 inches long with nearly 30 inch wing span.  Very heavy with a nice chrome pedestal stand.  The
fuselage is stamped 6 on the inside where the wings attach on each side.  The right wing is tamped with a 6 but the left
wing is stamped 11.  The left wing has some damage around the top of one of the engines that will need some attention and
the tops of the other three could stand to have some paint restoration around the tops as well.  The original shipping crate
has a label inside that asks for it to be returned to the District sales office in Tornto 5, Ont.

1118 Gorgeous vintage display jet with a removable wing from the fuselage.  Both pieces are stamped 247 to denote they are a
perfect match.  The jet has beautiful graphics with few flaws.  The base pedestal is not correct as it should be able to thread
onto the wing but the threads are too small.  The pedestal did go to a display jet, just not this one.  The jet measures 27 1/2”
long with a 30 1/2” wing span.

1119 Beautiful all original Lionel prewar standard gauge 380 0-4-0 locomotive with later 10 series freight cars including 12
gondola, 13 cattle car, 14 boxcar, 15 oil car, 16 ballast car and 17 caboose.  Very minor paint wear on all of these cars with 
no missing or replacement parts, C7 plus.

1120 Lionel Postwar O gauge 624 Chesapeake and Ohio switcher, 6560 crane and 6419 D. L. & W. work caboose.  6560 and
6419 have considerable run time and moderate play wear but no broken or missing pieces.  These will need to be cleaned
up, C5-6.  the switcher only has minor run time but a flaking decal on one side, C6-7.

1121 Lionel Postwar O gauge 217 Boston and Maine AB alco diesel set with not much more than a test run and extremely clean,
could use minor cleanup on the B unit roof, otherwise C8 plus. 

1122  Lionel Postwar O gauge 2023 Union Pacific alco diesel AA units, one set in silver and one set in yellow.  These have
moderate run time and generally clean frames but the shells are in need of a thorough cleaning.  No battery damage but
missing one battery cover and compartment and number boards off of the powered unit from the silver set, C5-6.

1123 Lionel Postwar O gauge 44 ton switchers including two 627 Lehigh Valley, 628 Northern Pacific and 629 Burlington.  All
have moderate to considerable run time, play wear and some paint wear (especially on the 629) but are complete and clean,
C6.

1124 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2333 New York Central F3 AA units in nice shape but missing all of the original porthole lenses
but having some reproduction replacements.  Nice looking nose decals and lettering, some paint wear on the bellies,
moderate run time and no battery damage, C6 plus.
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1125 Lionel Postwar O gauge 622 and 623 Santa Fe switchers.  622 is nicer with moderate run time and should clean up nicely,
C6 plus.  623 has considerable run time, minor rust on the frame, is missing ornamental bell and half of the radio wheel, C5
-6.

1126 Lionel Postwar O gauge 622 Santa Fe and 624 Chesapeake and Ohio switchers with considerable run time and paint wear
on the frames.  Missing a head light from 622 and radio wheel is damaged on the 624, C6-.

1127 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2031 Rock Island AA alco diesels in master carton.  Locomotives have moderate run time with
nice looking shells but need a good cleaning.  No battery damage and no broken or missing parts.  master carton is heavily
skinned on ends and top, C6.

1128 Lionel Postwar O gauge Erie Alco diesel set in original master carton.  Diesels have moderate run time but need cleaned
up.  There is some paint wear but not too much.  master carton is missing top outer flaps but has one nice end to display,
C6.

1129 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2328 2338 2365 GP-7 locomotives with run time, paint wear and rusted frames.  Includes 
Burlington, Chesapeake and Ohio and Milwaukee Road geeps.   Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1130 Lionel Postwar O gauge Pennsylvania 2028 and Milwaukee Road 2338 GP-7 locomotives.  Both have considerable run 
time and have some paint wear and the 2028 is missing two railings.  2338 has screw cracks on both ends and 2028 is
missing the lettering, C6-.

1131 Lionel Postwar O gauge 3356 operating horse car and corral in OB plus a 352 operating icing station with 6352 reefer.
Both cars and accessories are in great shape with little run time on the cars.  Original box is missing an inner flap but still
square and solid with original insert and no tape repairs, C6-7+. 

1132 Lionel Postwar O gauge 55 tie-jector car in original box with parts envelope and a 69 motorized maintenance car.  Car is in
nice shape with moderate run time but great lettering on both sides and clean with no broken or missing parts. Parts
envelope is crisp but empty and the original box has all of its flaps and no tape repairs but is missing the insert.  69 car is in
nice shape with a missing man but no broken parts, C6-7.

1133 Lionel postwar 622 and 623 switcher empty boxes with inserts.  Both boxes are nice and square with inserts but the 622 is
missing all of the flaps from one end but the two are still straight and square with no tape repairs.

1134 Lionel postwar 6250 empty box with insert.  Box is straight and square with minor skinning on one side and both end flaps
but there are no missing flaps or tape repairs. 

1135 Lionel 3360 burro crane and 52 fire car.  Both have considerable run time and paint wear but no broken parts, C6.

1136 Lot includes four mint in box 0942 right hand manual switches as well as other items that were likely played with such as
0929 uncoupling track, 0900 remote control track section, 0214 girder bridge, 0300 TCLX log dump car, two 0301 coal
cars (missing loads), 0866-200 circus car.   A nice lot with items in C6-7 condition unless otherwise noted.

1137  Lot includes 0596 New York Central and 0597 Northern Pacific  GP-9 diesels, and 4-6-2 steam locomotives such as:  two
0625, two 0635, 0636, 0637, 0645 and 0647.  There are also three switchers:  0642 2-4-2, 0602 0-6-0 and 0605 0-4-0.  Also
included are two twelve wheel tenders, four Southern Pacific tenders and four Pennsylvania slope back tenders.  This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary 
from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1138 Lot includes Rivarossi Lionel Western pacific AB F-3 and Illinois Central F-3 A units as well as Lionel Texas Special 0568
A and two 0576 B units, Santa Fe two 0565 A and two 0575 B units, Alaska railroad 0567 A & 0577 B units, Chesapeake
and Ohio 0564 A unit and two modern era MPC 5504 American Freedom trains.  This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1139 This lot includes over 70 different pieces of rolling stock or parts of cars.  There are boxcars, flat cars, hoppers, cabooses, 
gondolas and others.  Virtually every car has one issue or another but a few are in nice shape.   Sold as is as seen in the
pictures with no returns.

1140 Lot includes 0625 4-6-2 steam locomotive, two 0642 2-4-2, two 0605 0-4-0 and three 0602 0-6-0 steam switchers, two
Pennsylvania and one unmarked slope back tenders, two Southern Pacific tenders and a much longer Southern Pacific
tender shell, two 0055 Minneapolis and St. Louis, two 0057 Union Pacific and two 0058 Rock Island husky switchers, two
Southern Pacific 0039 track cleaning cars and two 0050 gang cars.  Most are in nice shape but there could be loose parts or
missing / broken parts from a few of these pieces but it is a nice lot overall with great variety.  This is a General Condition
lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1141 Group includes two 0879 Union Pacific cranes, three different auto loaders, two 0337 circus giraffe cars, Sun oil tank car,
two 0357 cop and hobo cars (no figures or other accessories), MKT stock car, 0872 REA reefer, Illinois Central reefer, 
0319 Southern Pacific  flat, 0873 rodeo car and two 0836 Alaska hoppers.  Most are clean and in nice shape but may be
missing a coupler or brake wheel here and there, but overall a nice lot, C6-8. 

1142 Includes a box with quite a few small plastic items for Lionel HO trains including original loads and parts.  Neat lot with a 
large variety of items although some have damage it still looks like a nice lot.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with
no returns.

1143 Group includes parts of seven  steam locomotives & switchers.  There are six shells which include two 0605 0-4-0, 0635 4
-6-2, two 0625 4-6-2 and 0602 0-6-0 and one extra chassis with motor, wheels, etc.  The shells are all currently loose from
the frames and may be missing parts.  Also included are two Southern Pacific tenders.   Sold as is as seen in the 
pictures with no returns. 

1144 This is a nice lot with complete units and bare shells and units with work needed.  Includes empty shells for two 0535
Santa Fe B units, two 0566 Texas Special and 0567 Alaska Railroad alco diesels and two 0592 Santa Fe GP-9 locomotives.
Includes 0597 Northern Pacific  GP-7 and 0581 Pennsylvania rectifier in need of truck assemblies and rewiring.  The last
six items seem to be complete but are missing two couplers.  These pieces include 0569 Union Pacific, 0565 Santa Fe  and
0564 Chesapeake and Ohio alco diesels; two 0594 Santa Fe (one missing brake) and an 0597 Northern Pacific  GP-9 units.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1145 Great lot including four 0847 exploding boxcars, 0817200 AEC caboose, two 0815 rocket fuel tank cars, two 0805
radioactive waste flats, two 0349 turbo missile flats, two 0365 minuteman launching cars (no missiles), 0813200 seaboard
Mercury flat, two 0823 flats, 0333 and 0319 operating flat cars, 0850 US Army rocket firing flat 52 Navy Yard switcher
and two 0056 AEC switchers.  Some cars may be missing loads but most are here and intact.  These will likely need to be
cleaned and serviced but overall a nice lot, C6-7.

1146 Group of eleven cars for parts or restoration.  All are missing something or could be damaged.  Sold as is as seen in the
pictures with no returns.

1147 Lot includes three 0834, 0874 and 0864900 New York Central boxcars. 0872200 REA reefer, 0819275  C and O work
caboose, two 0879 Union Pacific cranes, 0301 Pennsylvania dump car, 0300 log car, 0862200 and 0865225 Michigan
Central gondolas, 0808 New York Central 0813200 Seaboard and 0801 Seaboard flat cars.  Also included is a part of a
piggyback flat car with three trailers.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1148 Lot to include 0817 Santa Fe Rock Island, Union Pacific, 2 Texas Special; 0827 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine &
unmarked Safety First; 0837 Minneapolis and St. Louis, 0838 Erie and unmarked 0841 cabooses.  Also included are 0873
rodeo, 0872-200 REA reefer, 0366 automatic milk car, 0836 Alaska hopper, two 0301 dump cars, 0834 poultry dispatch,
0850 U.S. Army flat and two 0865-225 Michigan Central gondolas.  Some are missing parts or have broken smokestacks.
Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1149 Lionel Postwar O gauge Super O switches and a few sections of track. Includes six 142 right hand manual switches, six
142 left hand manual switches, five 112 right hand remote switches, 130 45 degree crossing, and seven curved sections. A
few light spots of rust on some of the switch rails. Generally C7.
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1150 Group includes five 94 high tension towers in decent shape with eight missing insulators, seven reproduction insulators and
seven missing insulator supports.  Missing paint here and there, some have damaged bases and a couple have some rust.
Three are terra cotta and gray and the other two are red and silver, C5-6.

1151 Group includes one green 280 bridge, two 120L tunnels, operational 200 turntable and two manual track switches.  All 
have play wear but should clean up nicely, C6.

1152 Freight station suffers from rust and corrosion on a small area of the platform but very nice otherwise.  The circuit breaker
is in great shape with no issues at all, C6.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures.

1153 Includes two bridges with play wear and scratches but the green one is very bright and not missing as much paint as the red
one, C6.  original boxes have shelf and storage wear and some tape repairs.

1154 Small group including 210 222 223 223 switches that have some rust but should clean up, sixteen curved and four straight
sections, one 90 degree crossover and one pair of Ives manual switches.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1155 Includes four sets of switches with controllers.  They are missing all but one lantern and will all need lamps.  Two green
base pairs are very clean and one pair is very dirty.  The black base pair has some rust and will need a good cleaning as
well, C6-7

1156 Three cars including two 337 Pullman and a 338 observation car.  They have been repainted and redecorated without
having been stripped first.  Parts are all original but paint is not correct, sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1157 Both have been repainted and re-wheeled but display nicely.  The 10 has a thin strip of some kind of newspaper print
transferred onto the roof.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1158 All original car with no broken parts but missing a brake wheel.  Frame has perfect lettering on both sides, C6.

1159 Locomotive has been re-wheeled but has all original parts otherwise.  Small chip from one headlight housing and has
numerous scratches and paint chips, C5-6.

1160 Includes three 607 and one 608 peacock passenger cars, 2655 boxcar, 3652 operating dump gondola, two 3559 operating
dump cars, two 58 lamp posts and three 57 lamp posts.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C4-6 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1161 Neat little set, all original but with considerable play wear on the locomotive.  the passenger cars are all the same and in a
little better shape than the loco, C5-6 overall.

1162 Repainted locomotive and tender with two 515 passenger cars.  Locomotive is missing the side rods but runs perfectly.
Passenger cars have scratches, litho wear and small dents.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1163 Two nice cars that are clean and all original with no broken or missing parts.  the dump car will need to be rewired as the
wires are brittle, C6-C6 plus.

1164 Group includes 812 green gondola, 813 stock car, 817 caboose and 820 searchlight car.  All four show signs of run time
and play wear but still look nice, C5 plus to C 6.

1165 Group includes 2812 green gondola, 2817 caboose and 2820 searchlight car.  All three show signs of run time and play
wear but still look nice, C6-7.

1166 Group includes 2810 derrick crane, 2817 caboose and 2814 boxcar.  All three show signs of run time and play
wear but still look nice, C6-7.

1167 Group includes 810 terra cotta derrick crane, 817 caboose, 816 hopper and 814 boxcar.  All three show signs of
run time and play wear but still look nice, C6.
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1168 Group includes 620 searchlight car, 655 boxcar, 656 stock car, 657 caboose and 659 dump car.  All show signs
of run time and minor to moderate play wear but still look nice, C6-7 plus.  One original is for a 652 gondola and
is missing all flaps from one end.

1169 Nice looking locomotive and tender in gunmetal with some play wear and moderate run time.  Loco is C6-7 while the
tender is C6 minus.  Also included are a 659 dump car, C6 minus, x2758 Pennsylvania boxcar, C6-7 and a 2757
Pennsylvania caboose in C7.

1170 Nice looking locomotive that has been repainted and has some replacement parts.  The tender is all original but has 
moderate run time and play wear.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1171 Includes 2620 searchlight car with broken mount, 2652 gondola, 3652 operating gondola, 2677 tin litho gondola, 2657 
caboose and two 3659 operating dump cars.  All have run time and moderate to considerable play wear, overall C5-7.
Includes 2620 and 2657 original boxes missing flaps from both ends and having tape repairs.

1172 Group includes three 2757 Pennsylvania cabooses, two 2657 cabooses, 2689 tender and 2659 manual dump car.  All have 
run time and moderate to considerable play wear, overall C5-7.  Includes 2620 and 2657 original boxes missing flaps from
both ends but still display fairly well.

1173 Group includes 1114 tin litho caboose, 3201 caboose, 1118 tank car, 3207 gondola, 3010 tank car and 3208 box car.  All 
have run time and moderate to considerable play wear, overall C5-7.

1174 Includes many small parts including prewar and postwar trucks with frames, O gauge and standard gauge track and some O
switches, transformers and other items.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.  This lot is very heavy and would likely incur very high
shipping charges as well.

1175 Lot consists of 15 cabooses and three original boxes.  cabooses are as follows 6017 x 3, 6057, 6167 x 2, 6357 x 2, 6457 x
5, 6427 and 2472.  The three boxes are all for 6457’s.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1176 Lot includes nine tank cars: six 804 Sunoco, one 804 Shell, one earlier 804 Lionel Tank Lines and one 1680 Shell.  This is
a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary 
from C5-6 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1177 Includes Texas Special 211 AA units, one with a broken pilot, 225 and 230 Chesapeake and Ohio in nice shape.  Overall 
C6 with play wear and run time.

1178 Lot includes 249 locomotive, 6465, 3461, 6151, 6026W x 2, 2046W, 6026, 2456, 6511, x3464, 6014 orange Bosco, 6050,
6555 and 6415.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C5-6 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1179 Includes seaboard AA units with matching caboose, two Monon AB  sets, one Commodore Vanderbilt electric and another
0-4-0 all pressed steel shell, electric locomotive.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1180 Lot includes 3472 with platform, 3512, 6175 and 6821 missing loads, two 3620, 3519, 6672, 6446, 6436-25 and an
unmarked 6120 yellow work caboose.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1181 Includes items that ALL have damage in one way shape or form but would for the most part be good for parts.  Includes
two 2338, 2383 AB, 2365, 2331, 2349, 2350, 6220, 2328 and others.  Some have been repainted and there may even be a
reproduction or two in there.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures. 

1182 C9 unrun Santa Fe 6017 in a nice box, C7 plus gray 6017-85 with moderate run time and an unrun 6656 stock car in a
rough OB.  The 6656 shell has seen better days but the chassis is unrun, C6-7.

1183 Locomotive is nice with low to moderate run time and very little paint wear, C6-7.  The tenders have moderate to
considerable run time and one shell (2466WX) is damaged but the 6466WX shell is fine, C5-6.  Included is a partial
original box for the 2020 which is missing all but two flaps, has old packing tape on the outside but has its original insert.

1184 Lot includes 675, 2035 and 2036 2-6-4 and 2034 2-4-2 steam locomotives that all have moderate to considerable run time 
but all original paint.  The 675 is missing one marker light, otherwise C6-C6 plus.  The tenders include 6026W, 6026,
2046WX and two 1130.  All of the tenders have a missing step or shell damage except for the 6026T.

1185 Very nice and clean coal elevator with original controller, 206 bag of coal, tray and a bug damaged instruction sheet.  Also
included with the original box are three cardboard inserts.  the box is missing one inner flap but is in very nice shape
otherwise with a complete label and no writing or other damage, C6-7.

1186 Super nice and clean crane but missing the hook that holds the magnet.  Controller is free of any damage and very clean as
is the rest, C7.  All functions were tested and they all worked.

1187 Fantastic lumber mill in C7 condition and complete except for parts envelope and instruction sheet.  Original box is
missing inserts and has some old tape residue and a dust shadow.  140 banjo signal is C9 in a nice box with two areas of
minor skinning.  Marx 464 block signal appears C9 but the securing tab at the top of the ladder is broken off into the mast.
The box is missing one flap and has some creases.

1188 Lot includes 142-125 and 142-150 Super O switches, 395 silver floodlight in OB, 394 green beacon missing lantern (no
box), 151 semaphore, 153c contactor, 111 trestle set, 156 platform (no box), UCS, RCS, 6019 x 2 and 1009 uncoupling
sets, 161 (incomplete with no box), 3 logs, four 310 billboards, 96c and two 452 signal bridges (no boxes) and two modern
era 2282 illuminated bumpers.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the
lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1189 large group consisting of cars and parts of cars, some damaged, some not too bad but a big mix overall with mainly
damaged, rusted or dirty items.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the
lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-6 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher
grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned. 

1190 All original set but the A unit has a badly damaged shell and the B unit has screw cracks.  Frames are clean and have 
normal play wear.  A unit frame has battery damage in the battery box and a small amount of corrosion adjacent to the 
compartment.  Sold as-is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1191 Lot includes 6017 x 2, 6257 x 3, 2472, 2555, 6465, 6162, 6462 x 2, 6562, 3461, 3361, 6456, 2456 and 2465.  This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1192 Lot includes 6264 6819, 6430, 3830, 6830,unmarked red with 6511-2 frame, 6032, 6035, 6037 and 6066T.  Also included 
is a Marx 24 searchlight flat car and a Lionel 3619 helicopter reconnaissance car missing roof and copter as well as a
damaged yellow helicopter with a reproduction tail.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1193 Lot includes original Lionel wrap, instruction sheets, original parts envelopes, two premium autos, two Cooper-Jarrett vans
and a red canister.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1194 Two nice cars in original boxes.  The 6650 has a damaged missile but is extremely clean with very little run time in a very 
nice picture box with no missing flaps or tape repairs.  The 6470 is extremely clean with very little run time and is
complete with no broken tabs, comes in a well worn 6448 box, C7 plus.  Also included are three small original missiles that
go to a few different cars.

1195 Includes boxes and parts of boxes, inserts, etc. including but definitely not limited to 2412 x 3, 2414, 2416, 1865 2432 x 4,
2440, 2328, 607, 6800, 6417, 6461, 6464-150, 6454, 2034, 6026W, 2026, 460-150, 6466WX, 6032, 6465, 6462, 50, 3656,
6456, 6315, 332 and many others.  Boxes are possibly missing flaps and could have tape repairs.  Sold as is as seen in the
pictures with no returns.

1196 Includes 2025 2-6-4 steam locomotive, 6466W tender, 3454 Pennsylvania automatic merchandise car and 6119 D.L.&W. 
work caboose.  All have play wear and run time and will need a good cleaning, C6.

1197 Lot includes 2350, 2056, 3662, 6456 x 3, 6457, 6417 x 2, 6026T. 6414, 6436-25, 6464-425, 3662, 2613,157 and UCS.
Most of these are complete but a few are missing one or more flaps and a couple have tape repairs.

1198 Lot includes 6473, 2458, 6342, 6456 x 4, 6411, 6100 yellow, 6076 gray x 3, 6076 yellow, 6361 x 2, 3362 x 3, 6100 gray x
2, 6536, 6656, 6062, 6465, 6452, 6014 red Baby Ruth, 6012, 6346, 2465, 6119-25, 6826, 2401 and two 6415 shells only. 
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C5-6 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1199 Lot includes 3652-50, 6414, 6801 x 3 and 6424.  The boats are all reproductions but the autos are original.  Three of the
autos have damage or incorrect parts.  the operating barrel car is nice but missing the figure, C6.

1200 Lot includes 6650, 6630 x 2, 6823, 3470 and 3519.  Two missiles have damage and one is missing the rubber tip.  One
missile could be a reproduction, C6.

1201 Lot includes 212 Santa Fe and B unit, 204 Santa Fe, 208 Santa Fe  (broken pilot), 1065 Union Pacific, 228 Canadian 
National, 217 Boston and Maine AB units and 231 Rock Island.  All are powered except for the 217 B unit.  The 217 A
unit has some black marker covering paint loss and one side is entirely repainted and very poorly at that.  This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1202 All four need a desperate cleaning, one is missing the front coupler, one has a detached rear truck assembly and there is
some paint wear here and there but they should clean up nicely, C6.

1203 Includes 611 Jersey Central, 616 Santa Fe, 634 Santa Fe and 635 Union Pacific.  611 and 616 shells are loose from the
frame due to screw damage (missing chunk where screw should be) and 634 appears to have repro bell, C5-6.

1204 Includes General set, Western & Atlantic passenger cars including two 1875 cars with no whistle.  Both 1875 cars have a
small amount of roof damage, one has a crack but the part is hanging on.  The other two cars have some paint wear and one
has some rust but overall C5-6.

1205 Includes 2460 twelve wheel Bucyrus Erie crane car, 6464-125 New York Central box car and 6119 D. L. & W. work
caboose.  Al  have run time but are clean  and in decent shape.  The boxcar does have paint wear and a few small chips, C6
-7.

1206 Large group of Lionel prewar streamlined passenger cars for parts or restoration.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no
returns.
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1207 Includes several Lionel and Ives standard gauge freight cars for parts or restoration.  Some are missing parts but a few 
aren’t half bad.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1208 Includes Lionel prewar standard gauge  309 Pullman, 312 observation, 8E locomotive and 341 observation cars as well as 
an American Flyer wide gauge 4331 Pullman car missing the trucks.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1209 Group includes 33 locomotive, 31 (combine) Pullman, two 35 Pullman cars and 36 observation cars for parts or restoration. 
Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1210 Includes Lionel 1661E with tender, 1679 boxcar, and 1682 caboose.  Also included is an American Flyer 121 caboose with 
Ives brass plates.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1211 Lot includes unmarked steam locomotive and tender along with red 494 baggage and three green passenger cars including
495, 496, and 497.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1212 Two American Flyer narrow gauge 2-4-2 steam locomotives with one four wheel tender and one eight wheel tender.  Items
are all original with fatigue on some of the wheels.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1213 Neat little stand that measures 5 x 3 3/4 x 4 1/4 inches and has a retractable awning.  Very neat little accessory with some 
paint wear but no missing parts.  It also has a factory hole in the bottom for illumination, C6.

1214 Includes 3113 electric, unnumbered Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.  Sold as is as seen in the
pictures with no returns.

1215 Lot includes two Burlington Zephyr locomotives and one observation car, 3100 electric locomotive, twelve wheel caboose
and a cast iron loco motive shell with a Lionel motor inside.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1216 Includes three steam locomotives with three tenders.  Locomotives are likely missing wheels as they are currently 0-4-0, 2
-6-0 and 2-4-2.  There are pieces missing here and there but not sure exactly what all will need fixed or replaced.  Sold as
is as for parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1217 Includes four electric locomotives, three 254 and one 156, with missing parts.  Sold as is as for parts or
restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1218 Includes 253 electric locomotive, 2653  hopper, 2654 tank car, 2655 boxcar, 2657 caboose and a 657 caboose.  Sold as is
as for parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1219 Includes 289E Commodore Vanderbilt with repainted tender, 252 electric locomotive, two 820 Illinois Central boxcars,
another boxcar that has been repainted and an 822 New York Central caboose.  Sold as is as for parts or restoration as
seen in the pictures with no returns.

1220 Includes 617, 618, 618 and 619 Flying Yankee with three vestibules, 618 and 619 blue and white streamliners for a
Commodore Vanderbilt set and  restored 617, 618 and 619 blue streak cars along with two vestibules.  Sold as is as for
parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1221 Included 249E steam locomotive with tender, 152 and 252 electric locomotives, two 802 stock cars, two 603 Pullman and a
604 observation cars and a 48W whistle station.  All for parts or restoration although a few are OK as is.  Sold as is as for
parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1222 Lot includes Lionel prewar O gauge 189 villa with flaking paint, two 65, 66 and 66 whistle controllers in original boxes as
well as three MTH Lionel #205 merchandise containers.  Sold as is as for parts or restoration as seen in the pictures
with no returns.

1223 Includes O and standard gauge items such as many passenger car bodies and at least one motor.  Lots of stuff here but very
heavy lot.  Sold as is as for parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1224 Includes 2226W shell, 2810, 2560, 2955, 1679,1679, 1682, 1717, 1717, 1719 and 1722. Good for parts or restoration, some
may have already been repainted or restored.  Sold as is as for parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no
returns.
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1225 Lot includes Lionel HO locomotive parts such as a few complete units, shells motors frames and tenders.  Sold as is as
for parts or restoration as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1226 Lot includes  12 hoppers, 19 gondolas, two bulkhead cars, one stock car, one refrigerator car, one dump car,  six cabooses
and two work cabooses.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so
the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1227 Lionel postwar HO 5751 set that includes 0545 Erie switcher, 0865-250 Michigan Central gondola, 0337 circus car and 
0838 Erie caboose plus six sections of long curved track, a few billboards, three instruction sheets and some loose parts.
the other two boxes include two power packs and several large and small track sections.  Sold as is as as seen in the
pictures with no returns. 

1228 large lot of N scale scenery including Precision miniatures, Plasticville and possibly others.  Some have been glued but 
some are loose and in bags.  Sold as is as as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1229 Nice group of N scale trains and track including Aurora postage stamp, Atlas, Life-Like and Minitrix cars as well as a nice
sized group of N scale track with several sets of remote switches and approximately 100 different sections of nice looking
track.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1230 Small group of HO scale rolling stock, two locomotives, track and scenery pieces as well as a small group of boxed 
Plasticville sets in original boxes and loose.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1231 Lionel Postwar O gauge aluminum passenger cars. Eight cars including 2530 2531 2532 2533 2532 2534 2531 and 2532.
Cars have mixed plates some are non original. C5-6.

1232 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2356 Southern F-3 A-A units. Repro shells, one is severely broken in the rear. Dual horizontal
motors on postwar frames. Sold as is shown in the photos.

1233 Lionel Postwar O gauge Santa Fe F-3 shells only. One is stamped on one side only, neither have stripes or decals. C6. 

1234 Lionel Postwar O gauge aluminum passenger cars including 2530, 2533, 2534, and 2532. Passenger cars are flat channel
cars, C6.

1235 Lionel prewar O gauge misc. cars including two 710 passenger cars, 810, 654, 803, 805, 804, 657. Sold as is shown in the
photos.

1236 Lionel / Ives prewar transition set includes 3236R, 185 and 186. Restored to look C7.

1237 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2530 EP-5 custom painted in Butte Anaconda and Pacific. Shell is on postwar frame. Repainted to
C6-7. Lionel Postwar 623 NW-2 switcher decaled for Union Pacific C6.

1238 Lionel prewar O gauge streamliner misc. lot. Sold as is shown in the photos.

1239 Lionel Postwar O gauge including 6257, 6560, 6057, 6059, 246 shell only, 6017, 6357, 2472, 6465, 6465, 2465, 6045,
6462, 6462, 6076, 6002, 6111, 6346, 2456, 6456, 2452X, 6062, 6112, 6162, 6456, 6456, 6162, 6162, 6176. Sold as is
shown in the photos. 

1240 Lionel Postwar O gauge lot including 6462, 6736, 6475, 6162, 6332, 3419, 6823, 3512, 3535, 6812, 6175, 6660, 6818,
3830, 6827, 6828, 3359, 3830, 6465, 6462, 6555, 6415, 2465, 6425, 6465, 6415, 2465, 6465, 6465, 6465, and 6465. Sold
as is shown in the photos.

1241 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2353 Santa Fe F-3 power A unit and 621 Jersey Central NW-2 switcher. Sold as is shown in the
photo.
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1242 Williams modern O gauge Southern Pacific Daylight six car passenger set. One broken coupler and truck, otherwise set is 
C7.

1243 LGB modern G scale misc. G scale cars. Eight cars in the lot in C6-7 condition. Also included in the lot is a 2090 diesel 
locomotive in C7. condition.

1244 LGB modern G scale set with number 2 loco with broken headlight and four cars C6-7.

1245 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW Model R with replacement cord, should clean C6+.

1246 Lionel Postwar O gauge 275 watt ZW  with replacement cord, should clean C6+.

1247 Lionel Postwar O gauge transformer lot. Include 250 watt ZW with detached but included handle, 190 watt KW, LW, 
1033, and two 1015. All need cleaning and small parts.

1248 Lionel and Williams Postwar and Modern O gauge replacement cabs and shells. Loco bodies, passenger car bodies, etc.
Great for repaints or restoration. See photos for best description. 

1249 Lionel modern and postwar O gauge mixed lot of Southern locomotive projects. Include two FM’s a geep and a B unit.
Sold as is shown in the photos.

1250 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2530, 2531, 2532, 2532, and 2534 aluminum passenger custom painted for Texas Special colors.

1251 Lionel modern O gauge 8030, 5800, 8775, and 8152. C6.

1252 Lionel Postwar O gauge trains including 2056 steam locomotive  with 2046W tender, 6468, 2460, 6315, and 6119. Sold as
is shown in the photos.

1253 Lionel modern O gauge 8558 Milwaukee Road EP-5 missing panto on postwar single motor frame and custom Canadian
Pacific EP-5 missing both pantos on modern frame. Sold as is shown in photos.

1254 Nice group of Lionel postwar parts. Four cabinets with multiple drawers. Many small useable and common parts. See
photos for best description.

1255 KMT postwar O gauge boxcar and reefer lot. Fourteen cars total. This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned. See photos for best description.

1256 Lionel Postwar O gauge F3 chassis. Both E units are replacements. Sold as is shown in the photos.

1257 Williams modern O gauge TCA GG-1 passenger set with GG-1 loco and four cars. C8 condition.

1258 Lionel and K Line modern O gauge locomotives. Four diesel locomotives in need of cleaning, generally C7.

1259 Large lot of Marx misc. trains and accessories. Sold as is shown in the photos.

1260 Lionel prewar O gauge 226E repainted for Union Pacific with heavily modified die cast tender. Sold as is shown in the
photos.

1261 Lionel Postwar O gauge 681 and 2020 steam turbine locomotives with two tenders that have custom or reproduction shells. 
The locomotives are in nice shape but the 681 has a replacement boiler front and the 2020 has an atomic motor.  The
tenders are a 6466WX with a reproduction shell and the other is a 2046 W tender with a Baltimore and Ohio tender.  Sold
as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1262 Lionel prewar O gauge 224E, 2689T tender, two 603 Pullman and one 604 observation cars.  Loco is in nice shape with
replacement whistle and bell & a missing jewel but little run time and paint wear otherwise. tender and cars all have
scratches and paint wear as seen in the pictures.  Overall C6 minus.
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1263 Lionel prewar O gauge passenger set including 252 electric locomotive, two 529 Pullman and 530 observation cars.  Set is
extremely clean but with no boxes.  The engine has replacement wheels but the set is otherwise C7 plus with only a few
small paint rubs or chips.

1264 Lionel prewar O gauge 253 607 608 passenger set.  All three pieces are all original and do have scratches and play wear but 
have no missing or broken pieces, C6.

1265 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including 2555, two 2755 and 2855 Sunoco tank cars, 2419 D. L. & W. work caboose
and two 2460 Bucyrus Erie work cranes.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1266 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including:  2456 Norfolk and Western hopper, two 3451 operating log cars, two 6462 
New York Central gondolas, 2452 Pennsylvania gondola, 3444 Erie animated cop and hobo car, 3620 searchlight car and
3530 GM EMD electro-mobile power with transformer and searchlight.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have
not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item
or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1267 Lionel Postwar O gauge flat cars with all original loads and bands including 6511 with pipes, 6801 with yellow boat, 6825 
with trestle bridge and 6827 with P&H Harnischfeger power shovel.  These all have some run time but not much.  Loads 
are all nice except for a few missing parts from the power shovel.  Overall C6-7.

1268 Lionel Postwar O gauge 41 Army switcher in original box.  Switcher has little more than a test run on it and a very nice
shell with no broken window struts and clean metal hand rails with nice lettering on both sides.  Original box is missing the
insert and all flaps from one end, C7-8.

1269 Lionel Postwar O gauge Santa Fe F-3 AA units in nice shape.  These do have some scratches on the bellies as well as some
minor play wear on the shells but display very nicely overall, C6-7.

1270 Lionel Postwar O gauge ZW, 275 watt and 1033, 90 watt transformers.  Both are in nice shape with nice supple cords.  The
ZW cord was replaced some time ago.  Both are nice and clean with no loose or missing screws, C6-7.

1271 Lionel prewar O gauge freight set headed by a 259 2-4-2 steam locomotive with 259T tender.  The locomotive was re-
wheeled and looks very nice.  The freight cars include 803 gondola with nine small wooden barrels, 805 stock car, 806
boxcar and 807 caboose.    The cars do have minor play wear but are very nice overall.  Set is C6-8 overall. 

1272 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6417, 2357 and 6457 cabooses with two boxes.  These are all nice looking cabooses with few
signs of handling or wear and minor to moderate run time, C7-8.  The two boxes have loose or missing flaps and shelf
wear.

1273 Lionel prewar O gauge 1666E steam locomotive and 1688 bullet locomotive with 1689 tenders.  1666E is missing a jewel
and have some paint wear but no broken or other missing pieces, C7.  The 1688 is very nice also but has even less wear, C7
plus.  Both tenders are good matching examples for their respective locomotives but the gunmetal tender for the 1666E has 
quite a few scratches, C6.

1274 Lionel prewar O gauge 6+00, 601 and 602 passenger cars in fantastic condition.  There are no broken or missing parts and
the cars are extremely clean with low run time, C7-8.

1275 Lionel prewar O gauge fright cars including 2224W tender with a broken front left step, 2680 Shell tank car, 817 caboose
and 655 boxcar.  All four are nice with moderate run time but have minor play wear, C6 plus to C7. 

1276 Lionel prewar O gauge group of high grade freight cars including 1679 Baby Ruth boxcar, 1680 Sunoco tank car and 1682
Lionel Lines caboose.  These are really common cars but not in this condition.  These look like they were never run or
played with at all and handled very little at that, C8-9.
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1277  Nice looking National brass cash register # 442.  Serial number is 1209989.  This beauty still works but is missing the
cover to the top left button on the far left side.  there are no keys but the condition is outstanding.  Measures 20” wide x 17”
deep and 22” tall.  It is extremely heavy and will be shipped via an outside freight entity.

1278 Very nice antique, brass desk calendar with ink wells.  The sides open so that the date and months can be changed, all of
the celluloid cards are still there but some have edge damage that cannot be seen when the face is back in place.  The whole
piece is  13 3/4” long, 6 1/2” wide and 8” tall.  the top piece is just sitting there but used to be attached to something inside
as it is threaded.  The ink wells look very old and this may actually be much older than the art deco period.  This is very
heavy, maybe 35 to 40 lbs.

1279 American Flyer prewar narrow gauge 3020, 4-4-4 box cab electric locomotive in nice shape.  It does have some play wear 
and scratches but is all there and all original.  Wheels turn freely and it might even run, C6.

1280 1929-31 Steelcraft and has been partially restored.  The horn and upper light on the right side do not appear to be original
to the car and the light doesn’t even look like an original part.  The hood ornament is not original to the car either but is
neat.  The windshield and frame are not original either but the rest of the car does appear to be original and was likely
restored some time ago.  The paint on the dash / accessory panel is still original with original decals in place.  Still a neat
and desirable car to own and finish off with the right parts.

1281 K&O Models Inc., Evinrude Starflite toy outboard motor in original box.  Very nice toy motor that is extremely clean and 
the box is nice as well with no missing flaps.  No instruction sheet, overall, C8-9.

1282 Scarce RED Arnold tinplate clockwork motorcycle in nice shape with only a few signs of play wear.  There is no key so
operability is unknown.  There are some light scratches but nothing excessive.  The red bike is what makes this a much 
harder to find variation, C7.

1283 Lot includes three nice vintage toys to include a linemar Pluto figure missing the left ear but working, KO ack ack Jeep
friction toy in original box in great shape and perfect working order and a D.G.M Arabian harness racing wind up horse in
great physical and operating condition with a badly damaged box lid only.  Pluto and Arabian could use some cleaning but
overall a nice lot of vintage toys in C7-8 condition

1284 Three Kohler, made in Germany, tin lithographed clockwork toys in original boxes.  Includes two different birds and a
milk cow.  All three are in exceptional condition and work perfectly.  There are two keys included and each key works for
all three items.  The two boxes for the birds are missing flaps from one end and the box for the cow has a partially missing
inner flap but the end flap was intended to be separated, C8-9. 

1285 Fantastic, all original, Hubley Popeye motorcycle patrol toy in fantastic condition with very little paint loss.  A great toy
with no broken or missing parts, C7.

1286 Nice Arcade cast iron, two-piece stop sign in great shape with some paint loss from the pedestal.  Also included is a
railroad crossing sign that is missing the base.  Very hard to find signs in any condition, they retain approximately 60% of
their original paint, C6-7.

1287 Early group of Lesney Matchbox construction vehicles in nice shape, 19 in all but a few have damage including a road
grader with broken off rear wheels and some bulldozers with missing tracks, otherwise a very nice group ranging from C7
-9 models.

1288 Very nice group of early Lesney Matchbox cars in great shape for the most part.  Lot includes gray wheel vehicles such as:
39, 41, 74, 2, 5, 11, 10, 13, 30, 37 and 42.  other items to include 15 & 16, 17, Major Pack 6, Esso pumps, 66, 32, 73, 75,
20, 55, 52, 31 and military vehicles:  12, 49, 55 and 64.  These all will need to be cleaned of dust as they sat for 10 years
since last handling.  Most have a very small paint chip or two but a few are virtually undamaged but overall C7-9.

1289 Neat group with early slush cars and trucks, a few lead soldiers and several Tootsietoy vehicles.  A neat lot with well over
20 items although some will need to be repainted, the majority is in nicer shape.  This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-6 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1290 Nice lot of vintage Tootsietoy cars and trucks ranging through a couple decades with some nice looking cars.  There are a
few with some play wear but overall a nice looking group with a couple harder to find cars.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-8 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1291 Lot includes a few tin friction cars,, Tri Ang Minic jeep, KDP hand car, Argo friction Army car, plastic toys, Linemar cash 
register with box, broken Britains 155 Milestone Models PBL cannon with box and many other small toys and parts
donors.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of several items in the lot having a lower or possibly one or two having a
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1292 Five Lionel Postwar O gauge 3562 operating barrel cars with three original boxes.  Includes a black -1, two gray -25,
yellow -50 and orange -75.  Three have their barrels and two have their men.  The cars will need a good cleaning but they
are free of damage, C6.  Boxes may have missing inner flaps but all end flaps are present.

1293 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464 boxcars and a 6468 box car.  Cars included are: two -50 Great Northern, -125 New York
Central, -275 Bangor and Aroostook State of Maine, -400 New Haven and -425 Baltimore and Ohio.  Also includes a 6468
Baltimore and Ohio automobile car.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item
in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or
higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1294 Lionel Postwar O gauge flat and dump cars including two 3459 automatic dump cars, 6812, 6175, 3510, 6820, 6477, 6511
and 3362 flat cars and a 6257 caboose.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1295 Lionel Postwar O gauge 671 steam turbine locomotive with 671W tender, 3469 automatic dump car, 2411 big inch flat car
with one original and two reproduction pipes, 2452 gondola and 2472 caboose.  The locomotive has a red atomic motor
and needs a good cleaning as does the tender which are C6-6+,  the rest of the cars are C6-6 minus.

1296 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including 6014 white Baby Ruth, 6472 refrigerator, two 2458 Pennsylvania
automobile cars, 2456 Lehigh Valley hopper and 2454 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth boxcar.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1297 Lionel Postwar O gauge automatic refrigerated milk cars including two 3662 and three 3472 cars, three platforms, seven
magnetic milk cans and twenty-seven nonmagnetic milk cans.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded
or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1298 Mint in box, Paya, 1101 2-6-2 black steam locomotive in original box.  It does not appear to have ever been run or handled,
C9-10.

1299 Paya, 983 2-4-0 425=B=2 steam locomotive and tender in original box.  It does not appear to have ever been
run or handled but has some surface flaking from the wheels, C8. 

1300 Paya, 987 2-4-0 black steam locomotive and tender in original box.  It does not appear to have ever been run or
handled but has some surface flaking from the wheels, C8.

1301 4-6-4 green electric locomotive in original box.  It does not appear to have ever been run or handled but has
some surface flaking from the wheels, C8-9. 

1302 Paya, 1000 and 1002 streamlined passenger car sets in original box.  They do not appear to have ever been
run or handled but has some surface flaking from the wheels, C8.

1303 Paya reissue 1390A and 1391A Mitropa dining and sleeping cars in mint condition in original boxes.

1304 Three mint in box, Paya reissue passenger cars including 1374, 1375 and 1376.
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1305 Four mint in box, Paya reissue passenger cars including 1377, 1378, 1379 and 1380.

1306 Eight mint in box Paya fright cars numbered 1350, 1351, 1353, 1354, two 1356/S, 1357 and 1359.  None have been run or 
played with but may have minor chipping of the finish from the wheels.

1307 Four Paya 601 airplanes, one each in yellow, red, blue and silver and a 1358 crane car, all in mint condition in original 
boxes.

1308 Nine Paya reissue tin toys in original box to include 573, 915, 990, 322, 600, 678, 247 , 99 & 100 and 916.  All are mint in 
original boxes with certificates included.

1309 Four mint in box Paya freight cars including 1303, 1306, 1314 and 25734.  All have minor flaking of the finish from the 
wheels.

1310 Four Paya reissue tin toys in mint condition in original boxes with certificates.  Toys include 612, 698, 914 and 841.

1311 Mint in box Paya reissue tin sedan # 904.  Car has certificate and is nearly 20 inches long, a very nice display item.

1312 Group of vintage and reproduction items including vintage Hornby turntable, train cars, tunnel, bridge with approaches and
pedestrian bridge along with a Paya tin train station on a pressed wood base.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we
have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an
item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1313 ETS Prague tin USA Passenger set missing locomotive in original box.   Includes three mint passenger cars, track and a K-
Line transformer.  Box measures 22 1/2” x 18 1/4” x 5 1/4”.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1314 Two nice looking Mamod steam toys including a TE1A traction engine in box with inserts and a SW1 steam wagon in nice
shape.  Both could use a good cleaning due to an accumulation of dust.  Neither one was ever fired but the traction engine
has a lot of dust buildup in the chamber that should clean up.  Overall C7-8.

1315 Incredibly clean set with barely if ever used parts with instructions but the cardboard insert is badly damaged and most of
the parts have fallen off of it.  Most of the parts still have the pins through them and are very bright and shiny.  An extra
motor is included but it is in need of a good cleaning.  With a nice cardboard insert, this set could clean up to be a real
beauty but it will require some time investment.  The pressed steel box is complete and has a nearly complete label on the
front and a very nice one inside but does need a good cleaning.  Currently C6 but parts are C7-9.

1316 Four Danbury and Franklin Mint die cast collector cars with several empty boxes, two Schylling tin speed boats and
several small plastic toys in various condition.  The die cast cars do have some small pieces broken off or missing and the
boxes seem to be there for these cars but there are also four empty boxes.  The Schylling speed boats are mint in box.  The
small plastic toys were made by Pyro, Wyandotte, Banner, Thomas and others  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no
returns.

1317 Lionel Postwar O gauge fright cars including 2855,520, 3462, 2420, 2460, 3419, 6557 (missing stack top and has a broken
step), 3557, 2555 and a 2429 passenger car.  Also includes a 6801-60 original yellow boat and a 3519 satellite.  This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1318 Lionel prewar O gauge parts and empty boxes including a pair of 711 switches (no controllers or lanterns), mint 88
controller in box with wires, two 58 lamp posts, 270 bridge, 025 green bumper, 48W whistling station, 58, 2677, 2265T
and  2666TL empty boxes and a reproduction 700E display board with Plexiglas cover.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1319 Great Planes Super Aeromaster kit in mint condition with instructions in original box.  Virtually untouched and ready to be
built with many parts sealed in plastic bags and other banded together with rubber bands, C9.  Cox EZ Bee is still factory
sealed C9-10.
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1320 Group of toy train track including LGB straight and curve sections, 18 sections of Lionel O 40” straight, two wooden tie
standard gauge sections that are 29” long, approximately 43 Gargraves 40” straight track sections, Lionel modern era 8467 
Amtrak F3 A-B set, Baby Ruth 9854 reefer, Monon 9230 boxcar, 6439 Reading bay window caboose and a large number
of two tiered train display case brackets.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every
item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower
or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1321 Lionel modern O gauge 8154 Alaska switcher, 6315-1972 TCA tank car, 52010 1993 TTOS Convention car MIB, Great 
Northern 9010 hopper and a2156 station platform.  Nice looking items but hopper needs cleaned up, overall C7-9.

1322 Large group of Lionel and Marx Prewar and Postwar O gauge & American Flyer S gauge items including freight cars, 
passenger cars, locomotives and parts.  A large number of items sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1323 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives including 675, 675, 685, 2034, 1110 and 6110 and tenders including three
6026W, 6020W, two 6466WX and a 6466W.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1324 Lionel Postwar O gauge items to include 3830 in OB, 6460, 6560, 6437, 3472, 2434, 2436 and 2442.  Marx items include a
5590 New York Central crane with deluxe trucks and a 666 die cast locomotive.  This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1325 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2332 GG1 in original box with insert.  The locomotive is missing the majority of the gold stripes
on both sides but only has moderate run time and very little paint wear.  The insulators and pantographs are slightly rusted
or dried up but still intact.  The box has writing, surface shinning on one end flap and tape on every side to some degree.
The insert is very nice and clean, C6.

1326 Lionel Postwar O gauge 726 steam locomotive & 2426W tender.  Nice shape with minor paint wear and a few touchups,
moderate run time and very clean.  tender has a missing railing and both rear steps, C6. 

1327 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2-6-4 steam locomotive in very nice shape with very little paint wear but moderate run time, C6-7.

1328 Lionel Postwar O gauge 671 671RR and 2020 steam turbine locomotives with 2671WX and 2046W-50 tenders.
Locomotive look nice with moderate to considerable run time, 671 has an atomic motor, no missing or broken parts,
tenders have no missing or broken steps but the 2046 (C5-6) has a crack in the back of the shell and marker touch ups to
cover the loss of paint, C6-7 unless otherwise noted.

1329 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6035 Sunoco tank car, 3464 Santa Fe boxcar, 6004 Pennsylvania Baby Ruth boxcar, 2555 Sunoco
tank car and 6420 D. L & W. searchlight caboose, 6257, 6357, 2472 and 6417 cabooses.  Cars in boxes include 2465 tank 
car, 6001T tender, 2672, 2457 and 6007 cabooses.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1330 Lionel postwar RW and KW transformers in original boxes.  KW is C7 with a supple cord and RW is all original with a
brittle cord box inserts, instruction sheet and inspection slip, C6-7.  Both boxes have tape repairs and the KW box is
missing a flap.

1331 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2356 Southern F3 A unit in great shape with very little wear or run time, minor paint loss to the
trucks but that is about it, C7.

1332 Lionel Postwar O gauge 60 trolley, 520 box cab electric and 627 Lehigh Valley 44 ton switcher.  A ll three have light to
moderate run time and light to moderate play wear, C6-7.

1333 Lionel Postwar O gauge 23285 Burlington GP-7 with paint loss from shell and touch ups.  Frame is very clean but likely
repainted.  Trucks have moderate run time and wear, C6. 
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1334 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2245 MKT Texas Special F3 A-B units with moderate play wear including small scratches and 
paint wear and considerable run time, there is also corrosion around the battery box on the belly but the inside is OK, C6.

1335 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2367 Wabash F3 A-B set with moderate run time, clean battery box with no corrosion, clean shells 
with very little wear and some paint loss, C6-7.

1336 Three American Models box cars including New York Central Pacemaker freight 174479, Erie 25439 and Chicago 
Burlington and Quincy 32066 stock car.  New York Central car has a badly damaged truck that is missing the wheels and 
part of a side frame, otherwise C6.

1337 Marx Happi Time freight set with incorrect cars.  The Santa Fe diesels are correct but the four tinplate cars are not correct.
Locomotives are C6-7 while the cars are C5-6 with paint wear and heavy run time.  Includes a few sections of curve track
and a transformer.  Box is worn with tape repairs on all four corners of the lid but the bottom does have all of the inserts.

1338 Lionel prewar O gauge 261 2-4-2 steam locomotive with detached leading truck, 257T tender missing hand rail along the 
back, three 607 Pullman cars and a 608 observation car.  The four passenger cars are very clean with very little play wear,
C6-7 overall.

1339 Lionel prewar O gauge 253 0-4-0 electric locomotive with two 607 Pullman cars and a  608 observation car.  The
locomotive is very nice but has be rewheeled and does have some paint rubs along the edge of one side of the roof.  The
passenger cars all have paint loss with touch ups in those areas that does not match well at all.  All original otherwise with
no missing or broken parts, C6.

1340 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including 450 signal bridge, 456 coal ramp, 394 beacon, 165 magnet crane with
controller, 350 turntable and an American Flyer 18B transformer.  Everything is either missing a small part or has some
damage.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

1341 Six Lionel Postwar O gauge 450 signal bridges and two 452 gantry signal bridges.  These are in decent shape but will need
to be cleaned up and one 452 will need to be assembled.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1342 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge 350 transfer table parts including motors, controllers and other parts.  This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-6
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1343 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including 394 x 2, 253 x 6, 153 x 2, 151 x 2, 148 x 2, 71 x 4, 35 x 3, 37, 58, 260 x 3,
252, 89, two Marx beacons and a couple small controllers.  Several items are in original boxes This is a General Condition
lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1344 Lionel Postwar O gauge 362 barrel loader and 397 operating coal loader, both in original boxes.  barrel loader has nice box
and insert but missing most of the parts that are necessary, C6.  Coal loader has a decent box but no inserts, bag of coal and
364 controller with instruction sheet, C6. 

1345 Lionel Postwar O gauge small parts and accessory parts, a few empty boxes, some boxes with their items inside,
approximately 40 packets of later postwar track pins in sealed packets, several sealed MPC insulating pins packets, a few
small American Flyer postwar boxes with lamps and a complete 27460 lamp assortment in a poorly tape repaired box.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1346 Two Lionel Postwar O gauge 264 operating forklift platforms in original boxes.  One set is complete with everything
including the instructions and controller but no wires.  The second set is missing the man on the forklift, one instruction
sheet and the hoist.  Both boxes are worn and have tape repairs, C6.
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1347 Group of Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including a 282 portal gantry crane in box with controller, 197 radar tower,
175 rocket launcher, 195 floodlight and a modified 195 floodlight and MPC 2256 station platform.  This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1348 Lionel Postwar O gauge flat cars including 6825, 6805, 6805 with load, 6430, 6264, 6424, 6430, 6825, 3545 missing
everything, 3830, 6343 and 6424 plastic blank only.  Included are eight reproduction premium autos, possibly from
Madison Hardware.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1349 Nice group of Lionel Postwar O gauge cars including 3519 operating satellite car missing the radar dish, 6472 refrigerator
car, 6801 flat car with boat, 6262 wheel car and 3424 Wabash operating brakeman car.  These cars are all nice and clean
with generally moderate to low run time.  Loads are all original and the original boxes are in nice shape with some minor
tape repairs but no missing end flaps.  there may be some inner flaps missing but overall a nice group of cars, C6-8.

1350 Nice group of Marx tin lithographed items including a working Glendale talking station but no people or accessories,
Girard and Oak Park tin whistle stations and three tin lithographed tunnels in nice shape, C6-7.

1351 Mint boxed, C & M Enterprises, Toonerville Trolley.  Toy has never been run but is missing the light bulb.  Box includes
inserts and is in nice shape, C9-10. 

1352 Modern Toys Silver Streak in original box and an SSS tin friction locomotive.  The Silver Streak has a clean battery
compartment but is missing the latch to keep it closed, C6-7.  The friction Mountain Locomotive is very nice and clean and
works perfectly, C7-8.

1353 Three Lindstrom tin wind up boats in very nice shape.  The two larger boats wind up and run nicely but the smaller one has
issues with the clockwork mechanism and needs repaired for it to work.  The two long boats are 14 1/2” long and the short
boat is 7 1/8” long, C6-7.

1354 Two toy boats including Chein Peggy Jane wind up in C7-8 condition and working as well as a made in japan wooden boat
with a Flare Craft battery operated outboard that has not been tested, C7.

1355 Two tin racers, one made in Japan by AAA, tin friction midget in working condition but still C6.  Also includes a Marx
boat tail racer that has a vintage clockwork mechanism but the body is so clean that I can hardly believe that it is vintage.
the body is also devoid of any markings thus causing doubt, C7-8.  Also included is a Marx radio train control tower with a
gray and brown house on top, C6-7.

1356 Four toy vehicles including a Schuco micro racer, no key, but in nice condition, C7.  Tin China friction 1963 Ford
Thunderbird, C8.  Tin friction Japan antique automobile, working perfectly, C7-7 and a small hard plastic Wrigleys
Spearmint, Railway Express Agency toy truck with paint wear on the roof but rolls nicely, C6.

1357 Small group of vintage toys including a warped Wolverine horse and cart with driver, C5-6, Tootsietoy Delta wing jet, C6,
Rotterdam resin cruise ship, C7-8, Sunny Formosa tin Space Rotor toy in original box, C9 and Mike Toys Empire-Monster
Robot in box, C9-10 and a Built Rite frame tray puzzle in great shape, C8-9.

1358 Mint in box, Nylint parts Plus auto parts stores, delivery box truck.  truck is dirty from years of storage but will clean up 
nicely, C9.

1359 Five vintage plastic model kits, all unbuilt in original packaging including: 1964 Revell SAS Caravelle, Airfix 1/72 Focke
Wulf Fw 190D & Ju.87B Stuka and MPC Republic P-47D Thunderbolt & Junkers JU 52 profile series.  Some of the boxes
have damage and they all have dust from storage.

1360 Lionel prewar O gauge 6402WC set box only.  High grade set box with no issues at all.
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1361 Lionel Postwar O gauge electronic set cars, controller, extra parts original boxes and a photocopied instruction sheet.  Set
includes 671 steam turbine locomotive, two 4671 tenders, two 4452 gondolas, 4454 Pennsylvania baby Ruth boxcar, and
two 4357 cabooses, 4452 and 4454 boxes with detached or missing flaps, original electronic set controller and
approximately 14 electronic control devices that may have broken or missing parts.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C5-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1362 Lionel Postwar O gauge 671 681 steam turbines & 671W 2671W tenders with play wear, run time and paint wear.  The
2671W tender does not have a correct shell as there are no holes for the backup lights.  The 671 has an atomic motor.
Overall C6 group of trains.  671 has an original box with insert but all end flaps are missing.

1363 Lionel Postwar O gauge 456 coal ramp set in original box with 3456 operating hopper in original box, controller, 206 bag
of coal full, empty 207 bag of coal, 456-5 envelope and coal bin.  Ropes are broken on both sides of the ramp and the car 
does have some wear, C6.  The original box is in nice shape with no missing flaps, writing or tape repairs.

1364 American Flyer postwar 30B transformer in a harder to find 22080 original box.  Transformer is complete and in great 
shape, C6-7.  Box has a nice label on the side and a slightly tattered flap on top but no missing cardboard.

1365 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2020 steam turbine locomotives with 6466WX and 2466WX tenders.  Considerable run time, 
paint and play wear.  One has an atomic motor and none of the items appear to be missing any parts, C6. 

1366 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2343 Santa Fe F3 A-B-A set with considerable run time, play wear and scratches.  The battery box
is OK inside but there is corrosion on the belly, the shell is loose on the powered unit and is missing all three screws and
there is a damaged mounting post on the back end also.  They would make a nice operating set, C5 plus to C6.

1367 American Flyer S 785 coal loader in original box.  The loader is complete but has some minor paint wear, a small chunk
missing from the roof and a small melt mark on the controller.  The tower does need a good cleaning as well.  The original
box is in great shape with a nice label and no missing flaps, tape repairs or writing, C6. 

1368 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2343 Santa Fe F3 A-B-A set with play wear and run time, need a good cleaning.  Powered unit has
corrosion in battery box but none outside.  All three have decent looking frames with little paint loss and the shells are not
bad either, C6.  The powered unit includes an original box with insert.

1369 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2245 MKT Texas Special F3 A-B set.  Both have moderate run time but the powered unit has a
missing battery box cover and corrosion inside and on the belly.  Portholes are original but one is missing from the B unit.
they have play wear and scratches as well, C6.

1370 Lionel Postwar O gauge 2321 Lackawanna FM diesel locomotive in nice operating condition with moderate run time, roof 
scratches and screw cracks on both ends.  Battery box cover is rusted and box has corrosion that was cleaned up and
painted over.  No missing or broken parts and nice railings, C6.

1371 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6464-300 Rutland empty box with one missing coupler protection flap and some small writing on
each end flap.  Otherwise a really nice and square box for your prized boxcar.

1372 Lionel Postwar Super O track parts including  27 # 37 uncoupling sections, 6 No. 90 controllers, 6 No. 42 power track
sections, 15 No. 61 ground lockons, parts to several remote control sets, a large quantity of loose power bus bars, insulated
bus bars and switch adapter sets.  All in nice shape but most has been used, C6-7.

1373 Lionel Postwar O gauge 165-83 steel blanks & 206 artificial coal bags.  Coal bag is 3/4 full and the bag of blanks is 1/3
full.  Both bags have nice lettering on them.

1374 Huge group of Lionel Postwar Super O bus bar packets & 022-500 adapter sets in mint sealed packets.  There are other
packets including track pins, 145c and 154c contactors and others.  Approximately 50-60 sealed packets.

1375 Lionel Postwar Super O separate sale straight track mint in original box with a beautiful brick OB, track was never
removed and there is no damage and no writing on the box, C9-10. 
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1376 Lionel Postwar Super O separate sale straight track mint in original box with a beautiful brick OB, track was never
removed and there is no writing on the box but a very minor tear on one end flap, C9.

1377 Lionel Postwar O gauge Super O track lot with 122 straight sections, 40 curved sections and one 90 degree crossover.
Many have the power bus connector still attached to the center of the center rail as some were shipped that way.  Nice
group of clean track, C6-7.

1378 Lionel Postwar O gauge Super O short track sections and switches.  Includes 11 straight, 17 curve, 2 accessory sections,
two pairs of remote and one one pair of manual switches, five remote switches for parts and two original boxes.  This is a
General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary
from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be
returned.

1379 Lionel Postwar O gauge parts and pieces to many different items, way too much to list, hundreds of small items weighing 
approximately 50 ponds.  Some are broken, some are nice, must see in person for full description.  This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1380 Lionel prewar transformers including two Z and two R along with postwar SW and HO 0122 transformers in boxes.  This
is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically
vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots
cannot be returned. 

1381 Hugfe lot of Lionel prewar standard gauge switches and crossovers.  Approximately 16 pairs of manual and automatic 
switches and a few crossovers.  VERY HEAVY.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1382 Group of various vintage toys including Tootsietoy jeeps and two sealed trucks, Modern Toys Japan Broadway Trolley, 
Plasticville Jr Chief Fire Dept., two Renwal gasoline trucks, three small tin friction helicopters, Kenner girder and panel
set, Marx tin train board and other plastic items.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1383 Seven erector boxes, five with parts, Gilbert microscope in box but missing many parts and an American Flyer cash
register.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned.

1384 Gilbert erector set 10128, planetary probe.  has great looking, unused parts but several tape repairs to the box.  Great parts
but fair to poor box that would clean up with diligent work.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1385 Lionel prewar O gauge 45 automatic gateman, 1045 flagman, bridge with approaches, 2654 Shell tank car, and four small
American Flyer manual accessories.  Also included is an American flyer wide gauge 2218 block signal with fatigue
damage in original box.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so
the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1386 Lionel prewar O gauge small parts and accessories including four 81 controlling rheostats, 95 rheostat, 91 circuit breaker,
83 traffic and crossing signal, railroad crossing and railroad crossing with bell, 1045 flagman and several other small items.
This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will
typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition
lots cannot be returned.

1387 Mint Greenbergs American Flyer reproduction paper circus with instruction sheet.  Made in 1990, looks like it was never
removed.
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1388 Lionel Postwar O gauge 362 barrel loader in original box, 6468 Baltimore and Ohio automobile car in box, 3656 corral,
410 billboard blinker, modern era crossing gate, girder bridge and water tower and four empty boxes including 517, 681,
2343T and 2343C.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the
condition will typically vary from C5-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade,
General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1389 Group of plastic buildings, some with glue and one unassembled. Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1390 American Models Pennsylvania F3 diesel locomotive in nice shape with a small amount of paint wear and the normal
warping but otherwise, C6-7.

1391 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1656 0-4-0 switcher, 2034 2-4-2 steam locomotive and 45N automatic gateman in original box. 
Switcher is nice an clean with low run time, C6-7, 2034 has play wear and moderate run time with a few small dings or
paint chips, C6 and the automatic gateman is in need of a good cleaning but still C6-7.

1392 Lionel prewar O gauge and postwar O gauge locomotive frames shells and a streamliner belly pan.  Sold as is as seen in the
pictures with no returns.

1393 Lionel Postwar O gauge 465 dispatching station, 38 water tower, 257 freight station, unmarked trestle bridge and a couple 
empty boxes.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1394 Group of Lionel and American Flyer prewar and postwar catalogs.  Most are from the 40’s 50’s and 60’s but there is a nice
1939 Lionel catalog as well.  There are some with minor damage and one has a split spine but most are very good to 
excellent.

1395 Group of approximately 20 Lionel and Ives prewar reproduction catalogs and a Greenbergs postwar accessories guide.
Everything is in nice shape with no major damage.

1396 Group of prewar standard gauge items to include: Ives station, Lionel 223 switches in need of repair or for parts, American
Flyer 4468 switches in box with fatigue and some damage but nice box.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1397 Group of Marx and Lionel items including small accessories, switches and track.  This is a General Condition lot meaning
we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of
an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1398 Lionel prewar O gauge 119 tunnels, o20 90 degree crossovers plus a few standard gauge track items including Ives
switches, a Dorfan switch, American Flyer 90 degree crossover and a Lionel 20 crossing.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1399 Large group of various train cars, locomotives, parts and accessories from several different manufacturers.  You are getting
everything seen in the pictures, many items are damaged or broken or missing parts but some are OK, sold as is as seen in
the pictures with no returns.

1400 Lionel Postwar O gauge 685 steam locomotive & 6026W tender.  Set has a few paint touch ups and moderate run time but
nice looking, C6.

1401 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1656 steam switcher & 6403B tender in nice shape but loco is missing one jewel from a marker
light and the tender is missing all of the white from the lettering, C6.

1402 Lionel Postwar O gauge steam locomotives and tenders including 726 RR, 2026, 1664, 1110 and 1872 locomotives and
1654W, two 6466W, two 2466W, 1872T and  1130T.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or
examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the
lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.
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1403 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including two black and two red 6462 New York Central gondolas, three 2452 
Pennsylvania gondolas, 3361 dump car, 6656 stock car, 6454 Southern Pacific and Pennsylvania boxcars, 2472 and 2457
Pennsylvania cabooses and a 6257 caboose.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined
every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a
lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1404 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars, two powered units and three accessories in rough condition.  EVERY piece in this lot
has either broken, damaged or missing pieces.  This is virtually a parts lot only and is sold as is as seen in the pictures with
no returns.

1405 Lionel Postwar O gauge empty boxes and another box with boxes missing most or all of the end flaps but having a small
group of loose flaps to potentially repair boxes.  The boxes that have at least one end with all flaps intact and most likely
both end flaps all there but with a few boxes that have missing flaps from one end only, these include: 2338, 2037, 2026,
2411, two 3656, 41, 3519, two 6476-135, 6119-50, 2454, two 3469X, 6466WX, two 2452X, 6430, 6162-110, 6819, 1130T,
3349, 252, two 153, 3444, 154, 6465 and 3451. 

1406 Lionel Postwar O gauge  freight cars in original boxes including 3469, 2472, 6467, 6520, 2465, 6560, 6462, 3359 and 
6466WX.  All are in the C6 plus to minus range and the boxes are all missing some flaps, whether inner or end flaps and
some are very worn as well.

1407 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars to include two 6560 Bucyrus Erie cranes, one with an unmarked frame and large screw
heads, 6352, 6468, 34546, 6415, 3361, 3366 with corral, 6262, two 2411, 3650 and a 3356 corral.  This is a General
Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7
with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1408 Lionel prewar and postwar O gauge parts, original loads accessories, etc.   Too much to list individually but you will
receive everything shown in the pictures.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures                                       with no returns.

1409 Group of approximately 60 original Lionel postwar instruction sheets for operating cars, locomotives and accessories.
there are about 5 photocopies and a few modern era instruction sheets.  Most are in nice shape but a few have some bug
damage or stains.

1410 Lionel Postwar HO scale dealer service instruction sheets from the early to mid 1960s.  The stack is 3/4 of an inch thick, so
maybe 60-70 sheets here.  All original, not reprints and in great shape, ready to be put into a binder.

1411 Lionel modern and postwar O gauge original but mostly reprinted dealer service instruction sheets, postwar catalogs and
other reprinted papers even some American Flyer reprints as well.

1412 Lionel Postwar O gauge freight cars including three 3559 and one prewar 3659, 3469, two 5459 dump cars and 2452
gondola.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition
will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General
Condition lots cannot be returned. 

1413 Lionel Postwar O gauge items including two O22 switch sets, two 1033 transformers, 460 piggyback transport set and a 
195 railroad yard floodlight.  Everything except one transformer is in an original box.  This is a General Condition lot
meaning we have not graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the 
possibility of an item or two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1414 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including 164 lumber shed, 342 and 345 culvert pipe loader / unloader sets with a
6342 gondola and culvert pipes.  These accessories have been played with and are very dusty and will need to be cleaned
up.  No other parts are included but what is here has some paint and play wear but overall is in C6 to C6 plus condition.

1415 Lionel Postwar O gauge Alco diesels including 205 Missouri Pacific AA power and dummy, three 2032 Erie powered units
(one missing the horn and only has a motor), 202 Union Pacific, 204 Santa Fe, 210 MKT Texas Special and 1065 Union
Pacific.  Also includes a 6220 Santa Fe switcher.  Some are nice and some have a lot of wear.  The Erie shells are warped
(one severely) but the rest appear to be in nice shape and overall in C6 unless otherwise noted.
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1416 Lionel Postwar O gauge 6844 and 6512 flat cars, 6448 exploding box car and a 448 missile firing range set.  6512 cherry
picker car is missing the bucket and astronaut and the 6844 is missing the missiles but overall, the cars are clean, C6-7.
The two boxes included are in poor condition.

1417 Lionel modern O gauge freight including 8550 Jersey Central GP-9  and 9173 caboose, 24018 Pennsylvania boxcar, 9301 
Railway Post office and 36631 Groom Mining car.  Nice cars, C7-8. 

1418 Lionel Postwar O gauge 1485WS set in original box.  Includes 2025 steam locomotive, 6466WX tender, 6462 New York
Central gondola, 6465 Sunoco 2 dome tank car and 6257 SP type caboose.  cars have been run quite a bit and have
moderate or better play wear, C6.  Original set box has one detached flap that could be taped on and some other minor tape
repairs.  Also including a 6656 stock car that does not belong in the set.

1419 Huge lot of Lionel prewar and postwar O and standard gauge track, transformers and switches.  Also includes American
Flyer transformers and possibly some track.  Also includes a few modern transformers, too much to list and VERY
HEAVY, maybe up to 200 lbs of stuff.  Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns. 

1420 Lot of HO track, parts and one Plasticville master set in original box.  There are a few O gauge items in here but not much. 
Sold as is as seen in the pictures with no returns.

1421 Lionel Postwar O gauge accessories including 165 and 182 gantry cranes, two 397 coal loaders, 455 oil derrick, 132
illuminated station, 445 operating switch tower and 264 lumber loader.  Also included are two Marx items:  1392 Illinois
Central lift bridge in original box and an 066 grade crossing in box.  This is a General Condition lot meaning we have not
graded or examined every item in the lot so the condition will typically vary from C6-7 with the possibility of an item or
two in the lot having a lower or higher grade, General Condition lots cannot be returned.

1422 Twelve mint in box sections of Atlas three rail, 40 inch long straight track.  There are four loose sections that are extremely 
clean and were possibly unused.  Track is C8-9.


